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I, DEFINITION OP TEEMS
LlfQ defined by the Federal Censae
Bureau in telma of population as follows:
"Rural population, as defined by the Bureau of 
the Census, is the population residing outside of^ ^
inooi*porated places having 2,600 inhabitants or over*
Numerioal terms, however, do not adequately define rural life, hence
several descriptive definitions are added:
(1) "A rural community Is the unit of territory and 
population characterised by oommon goonomic and 
social experiences' and interesITs.
(2) "a community is not merely a collection of people, 
much less a geographical area* A ti*ue" OOTinunity is
. more or less a social organism with enough independ­
ence to have its own specialised institutions* A 
community has individuality, personality- In a sense 
it is self-sufficing, can live on its own resources.
At least it is a social unity. It integrates the 
apparently separate and individual interests of many 
individuals into a-conscious wholeness. *
(3) "a community is a social' iinlty whoso members recog­
nise as bommon a-buff ioienoy^ of'interests to allow 
of the inter-activities of common life.” ‘
Dissatisfaction with general definitions has led to some attengsts 
at analytical definition, as for example:
(l) Professor J. C. Galpin claims that it is impossible to oarve 
up the country in any arbitrai*y manner and treat the families in these sec­
tions as oommunities• In a survey of th® relation of the villages to the 
farms in a Wiaoohsin County, he found that the villages formed the fooii 
of an equal msnber of population areas* So that the several areas of trade, 
ohuroh, school, milk-i&arketing, etc*, merge into a composite sone about
1* fourteenth Census, of the Dhited States, 1920, Vol* 5, p* 23*
2. "UraJQrlying/Pao'^ors xtf Rural Ccmmiunity^Development”, Natl* Conf* of 
Soo. Work. 1919, i* 553.
T. Sutterfield, K. I,*, Education, Vol. 36, No. 10, p. 651..
4* fiaciver, R. M., Community, A Sociologloal Study, 1917, pp. 22-23.
(n)
12 "
«aoh village center; form the land hasia of the village; and make what
Profeasor Oalpin calls "the rurhan community"- This, he claims, is the
1
iw-tural rural community*
j(2) Professor N^ll L- Sims makes a rather thorough analysis 











Mutua l-we If are
From thij review of rural definitions, -tlie' following formula­
tion shall govern its use in this thesis; via.,
A rural comiminity is a social unit of country life, suf­
ficiently removed from communities having 2,500 inhabitants and wer, so 
as not to resemble it; and maintaining its own interests and activities; 
such as, agricultural, dairying, and fruit-growing.communities.
The importance of rural life is measured by
2. Conservation of , . x a
Rural Tge--------the extent of its exploitation by urban interests.
Statistically, the urban conquest of rural life is 
already complete. The Fourteenth Census figures are: urban 51.4-percent 
and rural 48.6 percent. ^ The conquest is not alone numerical, however; it 
is also political, economic, social, educational, and moral. Like all 
mortal conquests, evil befalls both conqueror and conquered. For in tbe 
rural distriots economic decay is undermining the rural structure, while 
the flow of rural contributions to society is in danger of being stopped. 
The oity drift curtails riril development; exploits its leadership; stifles 
the phide and love of the land; and finds its most ignoble achievement in 
farm tenantry with its attendant evil,' the exploitation of the land.
----- 1: EesearctTBulletin. 34, Agri. 'Exp. Station, University of Wisconsin
pp. 16 - 19.
2. The Rural Ccmmunity, Ch. 5.
3, The World Almanac, 1925, p. 266*
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By oonservation of. rural llf6> theny is meai^ tb©^B&l^(llng 
up of rural and \irban interests, so that there shall be*for'the fbrmer: 
a larger life, greater eoonomio welfhre, increased social and cultural- 
opportunities, .retention of leadership, the pride of independence, h 
hsener realization of coaunon citizenship; conservation of^land values, 
and a more perfect rural synthesis.
,11.. SCOPE CF ^THET’THESIS - - -
The 30ope of this thesis is limited., to the"place of ^he social 
factors in the conservation of rural^ life within the- United States. These
sr
have been grouped under three heads; viz'., (l) those that deal-with the 
primary or natural groups,-such as geogr^hio, .genetic, economic, political, 
and associative factors; (2)-those that deabwithr the= institutional 
groups, such as edubatlonal, swral and^religious, social, cultural and 
aesthetic, .health, and transportation; and, (3) those that dbal with the 
cooperative groups, as these are local, including the county; state, fed­
eral"; -and private. ' s
It Is recognized that no sharp divisions between the groups can 
^ always made; 3nd; therefore, -a woi‘4. of explanation may- be proper. In 
the outline of cooperative sboial .factors it. will--appear= that, scke factors 
are treated two or -three-times. This is duo to the fact that these factors 
are discussed frcsn various viewpoints. .For example, the factor Of health 
has local, state, and national aspects and must be .considered ffan each of 
these aspects. The same is true of .state, federal, and private "aid.
S^aetimes it may appear “that some of the fboliors might overlap. 
This is because these factors have double signifioanoo. 'For exaa^le, a 
geographical factor may be an eoonomio factor. In such oases the procedure 
followed'has been to consider the primary purpose of each social factor.
III. TEEATMEHT
The thesis is divided into two parts; viz., part/one. Social 
Factors in the".Conservation of Rural Life; and", part two. The Adaptation 
of the Social Factors to the Conservation of llura'l Life.
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In part on© the j.aajedi'ate purpose' is the onuioeration e-iwi 
olaSBification of the mral, social factors. Here At win be discovered 
that the problem of rural life is not the lack of suoh factors but rather 
their disorganised multiplicity'.
In part two^the primary piarpo’se is to adapt the -social fiotors 
to the rural problem. This is accomplished by noting: (l) how^these 
factors function in rural life; (2) ,some^concrete ex3^}^a — i.e*; a 
selection of some of the best program© for raral lif®4 (5j a pro­
posed program that shall give the.writer's viewpoint. ^ ^
In the first sub-section of part twb,- the purpose is to show 
that the social factors enumerated in'part ohe are fully capable, under 
right conditions, of solving the rural problem. In the second ^b-sedtion, 
concrete examples of successful programs have been gathered to ;tfhowTx<«? 
these factors work. In the last section a s'uggested program fbr u rural 
oonaunlty is given, the purpose of which is" to set forth the principles 
ahd methods by which a successful program can carried ojot.
Finally, the nfegnitud'e of. the Afield calls for A wo liait^tibns; 
viz., (l) the, literature Has been limited to, the^period 1900 -19253 "and 
(2) the field has been limited to the agricultural, dairyiiSg, and fruit­
growing sections. ^
om





PRIMART CROUP CP SOCIAL FACTORS
V<
PRIMARY GROUP CF SOCIAL FACTORS
The factors called primary or natural are fundamental to every 
type of human existence. They constitute the nursery of the race* Their 
influence has largely determined the nature of society- If today they 
are less potent in shaping the destiny of man than formerly, they, never­
theless, still exert an appreciable influence upon his life and activities- 
It is impossible, therefore, to pass over such factors that have and still 
do exert such a marked influence upon the social life of man- In the 
probable order of their inportanoe they are as follows;
A. GEOGRAPHIC
These include geographio situation in relation to latitude, 
altitude, climate, a^ distance. From the equator to the north pole prac­
tically every type of human energy is displayed. Similarly, degrees of 
difference exist between the sea people, the city and plains people, and 
the mountain dwellers. l?hile the amount of rainfall, the ten^eratore; the 
velocity of the wind and distance from centers cf trade and intercourse all 
affect, in due proportion, the dwellers in these regions.
Closely associated with the geographical situation is that .of 
physical environment, such as mountains, rivers, plains, and forests. For 
example, a population living near mouths of rivers has a marked advantage. 
There is opportunity for both inland and- ooeair oommeroe. Here the popula­
tion tends to beooae cosmopolitan, like Hew York ^Ity, Boston, and San 
Pranoisoo. On the other hand, a people living in the mountain regions'^ 
tends to beoome stationary and in some oases even'baokward. A mountain en­
vironment tends to develop the spirit of independence similar to that £n the 
Kentuolqr mountains where feuds and illicit distilling defy all outside law. 
Suoh independence reacts against social integration and makes for political 
disharmony*
Similarly, definite influences are to be observed frcoi every
(17)
type of envirotjoeab• Sociologists are coming to gee that.these influences 
are largely psychical and therefore subordinate to the enlightened ■rill of 
loan. Hence Professor Bogardus s|iyB, "Social ^rdgress is marsked hy a de-^ 
creasing amount of individual .attention, (relati^irely) "fco physical,natters 
hnd to an increasing amount of thoi^htful interest in the higher spiritual 
and associational phases of life*
B. aEpTIC ,
The leading genetic factors haye tp do-:rith seXj family, popula­
tion, and inheritance of traits. ,SJ|ti^tioai: inquiries^ reveal certain 
facts regarding American family lifp,as follows:, |lj^.the' Untied States 
leads the world in divorces,; (2);the rate of. divorce is generally higher 
in cities than in the siurounding country districts; (3) the rate is 
four times greater among childless couples; (4) divorces are rdlatiwly
more frequent among persons of no religious profession; (5) two-third^ of
2divorces have been demanded by the wife.
The pauses of fiunily instability.given by pogardus are all fiiore or 
less directly urban in origin. ® TKe salutary i^luences of rural life in 
the light of the present facts .are greatly needed. ^ere marr oomos^ into 
closer oontaot with the forces that created him and brought him to dominion 
and power • .
Ciosoly allied to the welfare of the-f^ily"arp.-the iMral prdb-
. . ^ y ^ - - -:w
lems of youth* Hence any ^factor making’for the stability and trelfard of 
the family is of inestimable -value to society. Dr. Gillette in his Family 
and Society gives some/.idea of theiwfdesj)read existence of the "social"evil"
and says in.^regard to .education ooncerning^ spk questions, "The home is the
4- ^most suitable educator". ^ S' - 'V
i, Bogardus, E. S., Introduction to Sooiology, p- 42,* Second Edition^
1917. ~ ^ '
Z* .Federal Census-Tables." Gillette/-J. ILj,, The Family and Society,
Ch. 4. Bogardus, ibid., Ch. 3. ^ ’
3. Ibid-, pp, 67^71.
4. Ibid., pp. 114-121.
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Sir Horace- Plunkett, writing on the rural life problem of the 
United States, said:
”The -Bain''Donsideration I wish to en^hasize 
throughout is- that;'the problem under review is ^ 
moral: and^sbcial-far more*than economic, human ^ 
rather thaS.material#*’ ^
. .. C. ECON(aiIC
Under this head' are inoitidbd 'the factors .natural regouroea 
and their ^Cnservation. The Ccmmisqion on Country Life:giTea. one-third 
of its report to "the main special ddfioienclea in obuntfy life". These 
deficiencies are:*" ^l) disregard'of the. inherent rights of: Ibnd-workers 
in regard-to: apeculat’ive haldlng. of’lands, monopolistic control of streams,- 
wastage and control of forests, restraint of trade and remedies for thg 
disregard of the inherent rights of the fapner; (2) highways; (3) soil 
depletion and its effects; (4) agricultural labor; (5) health in t-he 
open-country;^ (6) woman's'work on the farm. ^ Othe^ ^ural conditions 
affecting the farmer’nnd_ enmerated-'by Professor Edwin'Earp ^are-the
following: c. " ^
1. The struggle'witli the laoil, olitaate, plant, pestS|. and ^ 
diseases^
2-- Conservation, of farm products
3. Problem of stock-breeding ' ^
4. The difficulty' of marketing his products
- 5. The problem of. farm labor- ' ; _ . .
6. Irblation, antiquated‘methods, worship of tradition '
7. Unscientific fam-^hagement
8. Intensive farming- - ' ^
9. Good rqads in many sections
10. - Irrigation-farming - ^ ^ ^
11. The use of the gas engine and eleotrio^ity
' 12Community^'li^e pbs8l.blevtlu:bughe,inteh8i^e''‘farming
13. Security ip crop pr<^iiStl.on ^ ^
14. intensive farmix^ In's abandoned areas.
To this list should be .added adequate fimanoial oredit to look after the=
The Rural Life Problem of the United States, p. -65.
2. Report of the Country Llfe Commission, Senate Document No. ,705,
pp. 28-47. “ . .
3. Rural Social Organization, Qh. 16'.-
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pre-hftrvest period of the or ope.
D. ETHHIC
The ethnio group of sooial factors inolud© homogeneity of race 
or the homogeneity of interests of* kindred raoes^ Scattered throughout 
the Ihiited States are found, settlements -oosqposed solely or largely of? one 
racial element* There are Irish, S-wedish, Negro, Japanese, ^German,* and 
Italian settlements as examples* Eeterdgeneity in suoh oases usually 
breaks up the groi^. But unless, there, is homogeneity of interests, sooial 
inooa^atibility results • We have, illustrations of both these, oonditions 
in the California anti-Japaiwse agitation on. the one hand and. on the; other 
the quiet intermingling and sooiallsation of the German and Irish elements 
of Pennsylvania* Dr. Vogt places homogeneity of race ami Interests first 
ih his analysis of the ideal rural community.^
E. ASSOCIATIVE
These include the factors of,human association and mutual wel­
fare* With few exceptions, It is essentially true^ that, for everyone the 
primary requisite fbr recreation is’the one .of'a crowd* Association is 
an important educational element for the child who' gets, the bulk of his 
early ideas, ideals, and habits by imitation* So that
"it is only by imitation that each genera­
tion takes up and makes its own the customs and 
traditions of the .preceeding generation*" ^ ,
Underneath the external factors of association are thb' less*'
i
objective factors of common life, interest, activity, and religious be­
liefs* These are active in promoting the required mental attitudes of 
association* Eenoe the isolat'ed ruralist says, "Though I oannot see vsy 
nearest neighbor's house, yet I shall be comforted if I can see the smoke 
from his chimney curling upwards from behind the blue horizon."
1* Introduction to Riaral Sociology, pp* 11-13.
2* Bogardus, Ibid., p* >266.
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F. POLITICAL
The instinctive need for protection has led to group organixa- 
tio^- Says Bogardus, "The need of^ defensive strength leadiJ to union, 
to the giving up of individual privileges, to the accepting of group 
rules, and to the beginnings of a oonmon life under a political organiza­
tion." ^ In many respects the possessions of the past become our heri­
tage today- And while the ancestral objeote of .man's fear have disappeared,S'
yet new objects have arisen which still require him to organize for* pro­
tection. These are economic, social, and political. Cut-throat middle­
men, monopolist's, and selfish politicians all put the rural producers on 
the defensive.
Strong and well designed lavs become social factors of prims 
importance. The Report of the Country Life Commission says that "farmers 
do not influence legislation as they should” and it further points out 
that practically all of "the main spedial deficiencies in country life" are 
remediable by the proper application of legislation. Professor E* C. 
Branson of the University of Uor^h Carolina says:
"Such reform legislation is not dropped 
down from above like manna; it is grown out of 
the social soil under the hand of our chosen 
civic servants." ^
These six groups constitute whata^ ]^ere called the prissy 
social factors. Other factors which will be classified in later groups 
doubtlessly have their roots in the primary group. But, as stated in the 
introduction, the primary purpose of each determines its olassif ication. 
^ile religion is an original factor yet the demand of modern society has 
subli7?taterf its function and, through the ohuroh, has become a derivative 
factor•
1. Ibid., p7 186.
2. p)ld■, p. 18.
3. "^The North Carolina Scheme of Sural Development", The National 




.iiBTirbriowAL groop cf social factcrs
INSTITUTIOHAL GROUP CF SOCIAL FACTORS
We nov turn to the eecoxidary or institutional groups of social 
factors* While the former group iras necessary to t^e existence of the 
indiTidualj the present group is nepessary to the preservation of man's 
social life* If the former constitutes’ the nursery period, of the race, 
the latter constitutes its- maturity* {C^n is essentially a social -beir^' 
and consequently organisations an.d institutions of sultitudinous types are 
the expressions of his social activity*
While these institutions have been evolved and moulded by map:, 
they in tin*n, as they come to represent the bes^- social ii^eri^i&noe of the 
race, evolve and mould their makers. It- is highly Important, therefore, 
that this inter^moulding of man and institution shall be recognized in the 
process of rural reconstruction. institutional social factors in this
aspect of rural social life are as follows:
A. EDUCATIOHAL
These include every fern of educational activity carried on in 
the interest^ of rural life* Sooe are permanent, as the hpme -and school; 
others intermittent, as the forum and special Institutes; and still others 
cooperative, as the Federal and State Bureaus of Fducation the Depart­
ments of Agriculture* Many of the cooperative factors are-private.organiza­
tions with national scope. The most important educational factors are:
The institution of greatest importance is the home*
1* The Home
- By far^a greater naaber of feustprs are at work cleaving 
family liferasunder and^leaving it barren and heir less than there are work­
ing for. its poiaer^atio|i. Chiefs.these are those directly traceable to 
parental neglect. Parents are largely respons^ible for the. example they set 
and the environment with vhioh they surround their children. . And in view 
of the fact that example and environment determine the possibilities of a 




parental duty. * • *
Professor Earp. cites "three fimdamexital periods of parental 
obligation" as f oIIoits r (l) "the period of dedication"’ when the parents 
"even before birth" obligate theorselvee" to the. child*.8 beet welfare;
(2) "the period of education" in whioh the ►parents”Seek to guide the 
child through all the u^steries of childhood; adolescence, and budding 
manhood or womanhood; (S) ".the'period-»of .abdication^ when .the parents 
must-recognise the freedom of the new personality. ^
The school becomes part of the charaoter-foz^ing
2. The School
environment of the connaunity.. Herer the children .a'^cend 
the mount of knowledge, and gaze* Upon all tha promised lands of earth. Like 
Lot, the biblical character, they see the attractions of the cities of the 
plains and yielding to the attractions therein displayed they follow out 
the unconsoious design of their teaching and "leave the farm". Tlunkett 
says, "At present country children are educated as if for the purpose of
H 2driving tl^m into ^the towns.
In its report the* Country ^Life Commission declares that
"in every part of the* United States there sterns 
to be one mind on the part of those capable of 
judging on the necessity of re'dlreoting the. rural 
schools. There is no such unanimity on any otter 
subjeot..... It is recognized that all* difficulties 
resolve themselves in the end into a question or 
education. The schools are held to be' largely 
responsible for ineffective farming, lack of ideals, 
and the drift to the- town."
The reason given for this condition is that the schools are 
"in a state of arrested development and have not .yet put themselves in 
consonance with all the. recently changed conditions of l^e."
The report reveals three fundamental requirements for the 
rural school: (l) The home point of view. "As the home is the center 
of our civilization, so the home subjects should be the center of every
1. Ibid., p. 63.
2. TTunkett, Ibid., p. 132.
.1.
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eohool," (2) Th© farm point of view.. ”The feeling that agriculture, 
must color the work of rural public schools is beginning to express 
itself in the interest of nature study, in ty» introduction of classes 
in agriculture in high schools and els^here,. and in the establishgient 
of separate or special schools to teach farm and hcmie subjects.”
(3) The oonantinity point of view. ”Th© school must express the best co­
operation of all social and economic forces that make for the welfare of 
the comnainity." ^
4
The iJBportance of these scientific institutions
3. igridnltural
sohoois to th© rural community can hardly be over-estimated.
These in conjunction with the Federal and State Depart­
ments of Agriculture constitute agriculture's greatest defense. Professor 
X* H. Bailey says that the extension of agricultural education in^ institu­
tions in the United States is along four lines: (l) as a part of the 
regular public school work, (2) in unattached schools of agriculture 
publicly maintained, (3) in departments attached to other colleges or 
universities, (4) in private eohools- ^
In addition to '^he foregoing may-.be mentioned the various 
colleges and universities introducing agricultural courses, experiment 
statioxu, veterinary colleges, departments of public instruction, farmers 
institutes, farm and stock journals, voluntary societies of various kinds, 
and the long list of outside cooperative agencies both public and private.
In the midst of all this educational effort. Professor Bailey 
finds inherent weakness due to lack of coordination. This condition, he 
says, is fraught with danger and the ^ole work ultimately must be co­
ordinated upon a national basis.
1. Ibid., pp. 53—56.
2. The Country Life Movement, pp. 68, 69.
4* The Library
'Wrltinj^ In'The WorOa'b^ Work^ September 1916, 
Walter A.,IJjrer ^eaya.
"it' is doubtiful if’ 5 percent of "our total popula­
tion ever read books or magazines” and that ”in the 
country....the- average often' falia frightfully near to
zero •
The solution he finds to be in a central library owied by county or 
township and which will operate an adequate number of branches to Insure
direct contact with all the people. T?hethef the library shall be tomed
- ~ ^
county or township shall be determined by local conditions.
Dr. P. P. Claxton, former Commissioner of Education, says,
"Much more than half the men, wcmien, and 
children'Of the-^Jnited States-live' in the open-ooun- . 
try and in the smaller towns and cities out of the 
reach of the city library. Probably 70 percent of 
the entire population of the country have no access 
to any adequate collection of books or to a public 
reading-room. In only about one-third of the counties 
of the United "States is there- a library of 5,000 
voluBies or aiore. 'In only about 100 "of these do the 
village and country people have free use of the 
libraries•.•
"The only help -for all is in ^the country Library 
supported by taxes levied on all taxable property 
of the doi^ty, ^managed by trained librarians-, and 
having branches in all^the towns, villages, and 
schools of the cOunty’. ' /
6. The Press
' --Tho speed Of modern newspaper printing and its 
transportation "to distant-points >nafce3 the-press a very
iBqjortant factor in rural .life. -By means’^of the dally press*, telephone and 
radio transmission arid the/iinum^'abld' printing oentens coupled with the 
various news^'oonveyors, it *ls'hoW'p6asihie for the’remotest village to get 
the news of the world the same day that it occurs. But many local papers.
periodicals and magazines, such as: The Church and Country Life, The 
Country Gentleman, Country Life ih Anerioa, Rxaral Manhood, Agriculture 
College Bulletins, stock journals, etp.* deal chiefly with rural subjects.
1. Quoted by Hewell Sims, Ibid.
2. For a list of rural papers see Boyle, J. E., Agricultural Eoonom-
In addition, there are various rural ecieno?, series euoh as: The
Young Fanaer*5 Practioal Library, edited by E# IngersQll; The Country
Life Eduoation Series,, edited by H* '^urJceVb; Rural Soienoe.Series,
edited by L. sH. Bailey. Other rur^l^sets aVe Ipbjlished bytthe various
publishing houses, suoh-as Uaomi-14anand Ccgapany*8->B^ok8 on Agrioulture.
and Heath and Coa^any^s Rural Eduoation Series.
In a au:^ey made by the University of Minnesota, Professor
G. P. Warber takes up the factor of newspapers, farm papers, and magasines.
In this survey, he finds that loo^l papers are taken by 71 percent of the '
families in both town and country village, while the average number of
papers subscribed to per family is 1 : 7. Of first-olass magazines, only
18 percent of the farmers have an average of 1 : 5, while 27 percent of
1
the towns-people average 3 : 4. He says,
”ln almost all oases where a good magazine 
is taken it is because of the presence or 
influence of'a former school teacher in that 
home.”
6. The Forum
WJ.th advent of the ohe^ap automobile, rural 
trolley, motor bussea and with-all. gobd^ roads,j the
forum is more of a possibility in the open-country than formej^jr. Th,e 
forum offers several advantages to nural dwellers both in an bduoati,onal„ 
and social.way. By means of the fortmi, community spirit is fostered, 
good fellowship promoted, and a general fund of useful information dissemi­
nated. The early t<?wn mejstlngs'pj* New England were the forum’s prototype. 
Here all questions of vital, l^erest are brought end discussed ^o the 
edification of- all- .
ios7 Chapter Id, Appendix. Professor Boyle says, "There are at present 
nearly five hundred agricultural papers in the United States", ibid.p,279.
1. "Social and Economic Survey of a Community in-Northeastern 
Miimesota", University of Minnesota Bulletin, No. 6, March 1915, pp. 78-80.
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President Butterfield says in regard to this:
"The forum,is the first distinctively conmun- 
ity .organisation emerging out-of the reconstructive 
chaos through which ^yesterday is becoming tomorrow. 
Isms no longer cohere; sectarianism is a spent force; 
dogma is defied'..,... Society is being reconstructed 
in terms of human essentials, and in many instances 
th^ ,:^prum'has .^^eady become »nqt only humanising but 
human." ^
This asso<iation of parents and teachers
7. Parent-»Teaohers . - . -
Associations has assuaed national importance to the extent
of becoming a part of the work of the United
^ ^ ''
States Bureau of Education. The function of the ^sooiation, with its 
auxiliaries, the Mothers* Club and the Pre-school Cirole, says Miss M. W. 
Keene, is "To raise the standards of home life; to develop wiser, bet­
ter trained parenthood; to surround childhood with the care that will 
develop good oitisens instead of lawbreakers and criminals• Practi­
cally every oonsnunity now has some foim of this association which through 
the various college extension courses and library reading lists V^s be-
coD^ a most important rural factor.. >
Some of
8. Cooperating Educa­
tional Agencies such as, the
these have already been mentioned; 
agricultural schools and the work
of the State, and fpdeyal Departments, of Agricul­
ture. The various other cooperating agencies, of pubiio and private origin 
will be listed in Chapter III. « ,
- ^ d i
B. MORAL AITD RELIGIOUS FACTCffS %
These factors include, all of those institutions found in rural 
districts whose prime raison d*etre is the moral and religious health of 
the community. TShile all of them are but parts of a national organisation 
yet they are nevertheless ihdigenous and are therefore typically local.-
1. The Farmer and the New Day, pp. 271 - 273-
*’Ed^oat"^ng'fo^VPaWnt^oo^^^ Jouraal^of Social Hygiene, Nov. 1924,
Ho. 8.
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The Biost outstanding moral and religious institutions are the following:
"The roots of the religious and Inoral life
The Rural Churoh
of the nation are chiefly in the country'hhurch."
» Gill and Pinohot in their suryey of religious con­
ditions in Ohio ^ disclose the i!i5>overiahed condition of the country church 
in one typical state. They say, "The facts* 8ummariEeiS...8how that in
rural Ohio the church as a whole is not adequately-perfoming'^its great
2
and difficult task”. Roger Babson graphically shows, the C!htiroh Is
»
Weak Today", He says: "To the sociologist the' answer is very clear.
The church today offers no motive which S'ppd&^s 'to .men and- women." The 
hope of ihe church, as he believes, rests "upon the old and ever powerful
» sfundamental'economic theory of reward and punishment .
In a graphic history chart from the death of Solomon to the 
development of democracy, Babson shows how pez^iods of prosperity .have
regularly followed religious revivals, We are now in a prosperous period
and accordingly Babson declares that "a religious revival is the greatest
4need of the world at this very hour .
6
In-its report the Country Life Commission says":
"The time has arrived when the church must 
take a larger leadership, both as an institution 
and through its pastors, in the social reorgani­
zation of rural life... It must be a leader in 
the attempt to idealize country life... The-rural, 
church must be more cea^letely than now a social 
center.•• The rural pastor must have .special train­
ing for his work. Uinisterial colleges and 
theological seminaries should xuiite with dgrioul- 
tural colleges in this preparation of the country 
clergyman."
!• Six Thousand Country Churches.
2.. Ibid., p. 12- ’
3. The Future of the Churches - Historic and Eoenomio Facts, pp. 23-26^ 
4« Ibid., p. 20. See Graphic History Chart bet. pp. 40-41#
6. Ibid., pp. 60-63.
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With the soientifio development of rural industries a nefw 
type of rural mind trill evolve^ And the ohuroh which is made up of 
Boientific farmers will he* a new type of ohuroh. Henoe the present task 
of the ohuroh is to turn from its providential theology to soientifio or 
cooperative theology. The 'farmer oust learn to work with God rather-than 
to trust G6d with all the exigenoies of crop life- Bir Horace Plunkett 
testifies’ to the influence of religion that red ITo the -agrarian revolution 
in .Denmark.^ IJhile W. W. Wilson in his ho’ok. The -Evolutldn of the
2Gopgnunltyj cites several insttinoes of this' new type of .sermonising*
These inolwle particularly the Y.M.C^A., the
2* Christian
Associations Y.M.H.A.and the Y.W.C.A., and flT.C.T.U. The Country
Life Commission declares that:
"There should he a large extension of the work 
of the Y.U.C.A. into the rural communities. There is 
apparently no other way to grip the hearts and lives 
of the hoys and young men of the average ootmtry 
neighborhood. This association must regard itself 
as an ally of the church, with a special function 
and a special field." ^
Since the publication of this Heport, the 'Y.U.C.A. h&s been 
particularly active in spreading its influence into^rural places, first
4
through its "Rural Manhood Department" and now through the county Y'.U.C.A.
Through the organised county Young Women-^-s Christian^ Associations 
trained leadership is made available tbroi%h the county secretary and the 
volunteer leaders of the county for the girls-and'women of the-county.
There are now twenty-three sudh organised counties in the United States 
and the number is rapidly growing. Seven field secretaries are at work 
on this special part of the Association work in different parts of the
1* Ireland in the New Century.
2. Ibid.,
3. Ibid., p. 62
4. See, Annals of the American Academy of'political and Social Science, 
Vol. 40, No. “129, March 1912.
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United States.” ^ #
,In the stirvey made by Professor Warber of the
3. Religious
Publloationa University of Minnesota and already referred to, only
25'peroent of the oountry ^omes and 27 peroeht of the
village hoiMB take religious publications. The ,average\ni^ber of papers
2
taken by these families is 1 : 2; ^ile it is said that only the older 
people read these papers. The number of ;th68a publications is exceedingly 
large and in most cases is auxiliary to the .religious soqieties^already in 
the field, tljypical religious publication houses are the Methodist Book 
Concern and the.Pilgrim Press^
The D.V.B.S., as generally abbreviated, is fast
4. Daily yaoatlon
Bi^le ^obooT " becoming a popular auxiliary to the Sunday school. It 
is generally conducted for a few weeks during the early 
part of the summer when children for the most part have little to do of a 
constrictive nature. Its aim is four-foldj vis., physical, mental, social, 
and religious development. Its great popularity with the children proves 
its value as a jooial factor in! rural communities. A brief account of tte 
history and purpose of the P.V.B.S. is given in the Manual of the. Daily 
Vacation Bible Sohool Assooiation.
This method of religious eduoation is- a most
5. Ifeek-day Religious
Eduoation valuable adjunct to the ohuroh* Religious educa­
tors have real-ised that Protestants give con5)ara- 
tively little time to .the religious develo^^nt of their children. This, 
movement has ha^.a phenomenal growth in'the last few years.
These sooieties are manifold: some .are
6. Religious Sooieties
1. Phelan, John, Readings in Rural. Sociology, pp. 440-441.
2. Ibid., p. 80*
3. ^ee Cope, H. F., Week-Day Religious Education.
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non-denominatlonal in oharaotar; 8\ioh ae the Christian Endeavor Uovement 
and the Lord's Day League; some are purely denominational, sush as the 
Epworth League; and still others are- interdenominational, suoh ecs the State 
and Federal Counoils of Churches. All of these societies are strong fact­
ors in rural progress- an4 togetjier .form a strong combination for ooianunity 
righteousness.
These include all of those social forces
7. Moral Societies •
working in behalf of a clean’ and’ upright youth, 
xmoontaminated by the impurities of society; suoh,for example, as the hnti- 
cigarette, temperance, vice, and prohibition organizations. These are 
highly oonHaendable and worthy of support* It^ appears, however, that ef­
fective work can only be done through coordinated activity with .the church 
as the head.
This group includes those societies devoted
8. Welfare Societies
to the welfare of man and beast. Suoh as the 
societies for the prevention of cruelty to children and animals, The Big 
Brother and Sister Movement, Law EnforoOTient, Organized Charity, Legal 
Aid, etc. ^ These are private and all national in scope, ,and therefore 
will be treated In the following chapter*
C. SOCIAL PACTCRS
By social factors are meant all those institutions'primarily 
d^toted to the social or associative sidd of community li^e*- This includes 
recreational activities; for in the country these blend very closely with 
social activities.
1. Civic Center The civic center plays a large part in What
Professor Galpin calls "socioligion, the pitrsuit^and 
2
oultiure of human acquaintance”. If fostered, suoh a center will greatly
1. See H.P. Ward, A Year Book of the dhuroh .and Spoiai Service in the 
United States, Ch. 5, for a partial list of such agencies*
2. Ibid., p. 182
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remedy the one great need of country life from the young people's point 
of viev — sooiability* One of the chief reasons of rtiral migration 
Professor B* R# Groves says’ is "the urban possibilities for stimulation", 
"in an age^restless and mobile, irith feraily tradiiions less strong and 
transportation exceedingly cheap and inviting, it is hardly strange that 
so many of the young people are. eager' to leave the country ■which ttoy^pro- 
nounoe dead...for the lively town or city.**
Sometimes even when there is such a social center^ Professor- 
Vogt says, "Failure to understand what the normal physical and psychical
center of a oomnunity is has led to location of the oonmunity headquarters
* ' - ‘ n 2at such a point as to handicap ocoaminity progress for years .
“"The rural social center is further justified", says Professor 
Galpin, "by the absolute necessity of rural oonmunlty acquaintance as a 
rational means of creating the conditions under which the reinforolng 
social institutions of school, club, society, mxmloipality, church, and the 
like usually thrive." In this ■way the community learns to loiow itself 
and to develop its own initiative for solving its own problems.
This group includes the Grange, Chamber of
2. Looal Societies
Commerce, Local Improvement Association, Boys* 
.Clubs, Girls* Clubs, Young People's Clubs, Women's Clubs, etc. Practically 
all of the various organisations devoted primarily to other interests have 
their social side; and, therefore, contribute to the socialization of the 
oomnunity. j
3. Recreation
The ftfotors of recreation include organized 
athletics, drills, field days, play apparatus.
In rural oomounities practically every gathering has recreational value, 
nearly every rural agency is interested in recreation. For "play", says
1. Rural Problems of Today, p. 141.
2. Vogt, Paul L., Ibid.. p, 18.
3. Galpin, C. J., Rural Life, pp. 181-182
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E« C^* Lindeman, "has physical, psychological, social, ethical, and 
spiritual signifioeuace."
Rural recreation is largely sporadic and usually includes a 
saall proportion of the people. If all the agencies could unite upon a 
o^Dzaon prograa, they'o.ould very *effactively offeot the lives of'all 
rural people. ,The national, organization of recreational facilities la 
already heii^ attempted, and will be considered in the,following chapter.
With the advent of t^e cheap automobile, good
4. Parkways and
Drives roads are a neoesslty to rural progress, not alone
for ooBOiercial transportation but also jfor pleasure.
By breaking the monotony of mural loneliness by pleasure trips, visits of 
friends baok and forth and bringing new life to the rural district, the 
automobile justifies its existence. Each oonaaunity may not be able to 
have its individual park, but the county or state should have. Community 
parks offer to those living near them excellent opportunity for recreation 
and social oontaots.
Throughout the. year opportunities for social
5. Pairs and
Gala Days gatherings offer themselves in the form of the'Pair,
Community Day, the national holidays, election day, 
and the various "bees" and picnics. Chief of these, perhaps, is the 
fair. Here opportunity is given for new abili^tios* new .leadership, 
healthy ooiiqjetition, and good friendship. Pr<rfessor GajLpin l^ks upon 
the fair as "a means of giving expression to the economic,, educational, 
and social ideals of a territorial group of people . There are many 
weaknesses connected with the fairs of t«iay,. suoh as horseraoing, gam­
bling ooncessione, iwieoent aide-ahcrwB, exhibits of human deformity and
1, ”Organization and Technique for Rural Reor.eation", Conference of 
Social Work, Vol. 47.
2. Ibid., p# 282.
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non-edtxoational features. There is need for ah enlarged oonoeption of 
the function of the fair in rural life. Rightly conceived and planned, 
it oay he made a: rural factor of no mean iiq)ortanoe.
By ministering to the rural need’iPor these-"df-
6. Fraternal Orders
ders they become an important social factor in^the 
life of the community. Secret societies have a large rur^l^following b§^ 
cause they afford'fellowship, i^ecretftion, and oomradeship'^to t)ie older 
folks who feel the hardships of physical isolation and to the younger 
folks who desire initiation into the mysteries of the- order. One weakness 
is the tendency, oftentimes, th be self-oehtralised and disinclihed^to 
ta!b» a serious interest in the oannunity. But because of*the national 
scope of these societies they are able, if they desire, to be of iinlimited 
usefulness to their community.
One weakness of the rural district is its lack
7. Entertaiment
Centers of adequate entertainment. For young pe^le this
desire is insatiable. Local talent needs to be sup- 
plemented by the world's best entertainers. 'These are to be had chiefly 
through the medium of’the motion pictured, the chautauqUa-, the victrola, 
and the radio. A marked difference between the zKiral and urban theaters 
is the quality of the performances and the equipment of the audience room. 
This difference needs to be remedied so that the rural I'uaiity'of enter- 
taixsnent shall approach that of the cities. Many-opportunities are 
possible for rural'dramatios, mCisidal fetes, pageants, lectures, and 
parties of various kinds. These fqrm one of the* strongest socializing 
agencies of rural life'.
^ Uany of these 'are national in origlh,
8. Boys* and Girls'
Organizations though suited to local needs. Chief of these
organizations are the Boy Scouts, The Cciijs,
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The Ranges, Girl Scouts, Campfire Girls, Junior Red Cross, Band of 
Mercy, etc. Some are of denominational origin as Clubs of various 
kinds, Luther*8 League, Boys* Brigade,, Knights of King Arthur, etc.
One great fault Is the lack of coordination between all of these com­
peting organizations. In. i^ny of them loyalties-are divided between 
the -church and the national organization. A felt need is tl^ proper co­
ordination of these groups to the best interests of^^Wie boys and. girls
in rural places. "
D. CTJKPUEAL- AND AESTHET-ie .FACTORS , .7 »
In this group are included- all those elements that contribute 
to the life beautifid- An engrby head and unrefined manners spoil the 
otheiTuise symmetrical body. Cultxiral and aesthetic equalities refine- 
and perfect the mental and physical development- They are important 




"It is the mission of literature and art**, says
E. .A. Rqsjs, '*to create means_ of satisfying our re­
pressed desires -wholly within the. mind,- thereby giv­
ing them a fuller or less costly scope than we-dare tQ give, -tjieni J.n real 
life.** ^ But art is more than the^ relief of the s_oul.; ratbei: -it the 
B0ul*8 expansion. It is the very expression pf life in all finer 
qualities. So that in reality art and culture become positive necessities
in every life rather than thp mere accomplishment of a few.
Many of the.^enoies. hero, are private. Very 
few if .any .small tpwiis have a conservatory of music. 
In'Dost oases thfg is reserve^d for the larger towns 
and cities. In this respect'thp cities offer the greater attractions to
2. Music and 
Song
l7 Frinoiples of Sociology, p. 44.
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the irell-to-do* lit the city the children of the irell-to-do can he educated 
after the manner of the more refined* ^noe the estahlishment of centers for 
the cultivation of the finer arts is a very important factor for rural. 
progress.
In many rxiral parishes the church is the -leader
3. Dramatios.and
Pageantry in this aotivity, or at least has the heat oppqrtun-
ity for beobming so. Of all activities for self-ex­
pression, ‘dramatics alone a^ppears to possess ’the oAe interest that is 
oonunon^to all groi;^8 of -people. Old" and young love -to act-, and this, fact 
offef8 to the oommuntty one of its strongest instruments ‘of irural opntrol 
of its young people.
The long evenings, the absence of urban attractions, and the 
closer acquaintance of the rural group offers fine opportunities for this 
form of activity. Professor Myron F. Soudder says, "Dramatic societies 
should be formed in every good-sized ooBmunity, and where the population 
is Boattered several communities may unite to form one. We are only be­
ginning to sense the educational-value, of dramatization.^ ^
Rational holidays and special occasions may be obseryed hy. 
holding" pageants in which all may talce part. Literatiare on this subject 
may be had from the Playground and Recreation Association of America..
For a classic Illustration of pageantry Bee "The Pageant of'Wetford" by 
W.'C* Langdon of Wetford, Vermont. - \
Every oomsiuntty center should be provided' with
4. Physleal
^l^ure " a gymzfiLsium that will Biiniater to all age groups.
Particular* attention should be given to the boys eind 
girls that they might ear^ly be taught the essential habits of health.
The strength and resilience of the body is as important as the care and
1. Hart, J. K., Educational Resources of Village and Rural Com- 
BDinlties, "Recreation, Piay, and Amusements in the Community", 
pp. 143-165.
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equipment of the mind* The complex nature of modern life demands the 
strongest physical foundations*
In many oases the hoys* division of the county Y*M.C.A. adn- 
isters to the boys* For the girls practically nothing is yet being done
by the county branches of the Y.W.0.A* Sometimes the, church atten^ts to
. f#r ,
provide^this need* But the oojintry ohtJroh is usually poorly'equipped for 
this work* In the eummer months outdppr activities meet the need* For 
the winter months, however, little ojr-jiothing is doi». -Country-children 
are inclined to be ungainly and awkward, very often unshapely, bespeaking 
strength without the moessary requisites of harmony and-beauty. Some­
times the school is equipped for supervised play and much can. be done 
for the physical welfare of the children* Every properly organized o(»a- 
muhity will provide proper physical instruction for its children. 
Professor Foght shows the relation of wholesome physical exercise'1<o- 
school morals.^
This form of social recreation is by far the
5. Dane ing
most popular .apd -at the same time the most problem- 
atioal* Uany hazards are connected with the average dance hall, partiou- 
larly when the community has allaii^d it to become commercialized*
In modern times, the dance AxpTesses itself ^hder several 
forms — •‘square**, folk, ballet, "round”, and aesthetic. All of these 
with the exception of the so-called "round" dance are proper expressions 
of social feelings. "The modern ‘round* dance", says Professor Bogardus, 
"presents itself chiefly as a vestigal organ, relatively useless in con­
sequence of changed conditions of life and often morally dangerous, and 
with but one leading function left to it — that of facilitating the
Foght, H. W., The American Rural School, pp* 300,301-
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mutual approach of the sexes.” ^ Professor G. P. %rher in his survey
of a ooDHnunity in Northeastern Uinnesota found 33 percent of the village
homes and 29 percent of the country homes are represented at the "howery 
or ham dances”. He says.
"At these usually *the tougher set gather*.
There i^s indubitable evidence that at some-^of 
these dances *moral conditions are as bad or worse 
'than in the lowest public-danoe-hall gatherings of 
the cities*. It was maintained by a person who 
claims to knoir that ’practically-all illicit sexual 
relations as well as the increasing number of oases 
of venereal infection may*be traced back to" the 
public dances.*" ^
The community dance, therefore, needs the utmost care. It
must be de-commercialised, surrounded with the purest envirozment and 
carefully organised so as to eliminate late hours, unohaperoned girls,
and all undesirable elements.
The truth is expressed in the lines:
"Where every prospect pleases
3And only man is-^vile.
the vileness of man reflects itself upon the landscape as well As in^the 
home. Gill and Pinohot in Six Thousand Country ^hurches, refer to the 
unsightliness of the grounds of the average church. This nAgleot of the
church grounds is not confined to Ohia by any meahs. throughout'rural
New Ei^land ooniitions are much the same'. ‘The same may be said of rural 
school houses. Very few-Competent teacliers care bo teach in the country 
school, partly on account of the unattraotiveness of -the place.
The Local lB5>rovem©nt Association is one means of getting art
and beauty into the rural landscape when individuals are not likely to do
1. Bogardus, E. S., Ibid., p. 221.
2- Ibid., p. 103
3. Hymn: "From Greenland’s Icy Mountains".
m
it. datl«0 of tli9 JlssoQlfttton are for exas^let earlzig for
8tre9tVf planting of treos and olixiib'boxx, IngtroTln^ of school groxmds, 
draining srsaq? lands* oonsorrlng natural heaa^* sllmlnating hlllhoards* 
dOTsloptn^r ths assthetip oozisclencoy etc.
In the work of the Association* preference should he giren to 
pr^tloahle ohjects. A basehall diamond should ^receAe a flower garden 
and a swimalnj^^el a foimtaln. '*An organised pla^’grcund^t eacrs^
Professor J.K. Hart, **!« worth foxtT^eren soldiers* monoaents** She 
work of the Assooiatloa oast not he spoiadiot it i^t have a oonstructire 
program into which erexx oItIc i^roweioent siust fit or else he discarded.
m&LTS AND SAPS?AII>10H FAGTQBS
Included under this heading are all those factors prisarilr 
oonoemed with rural health. Contrary to popular notion, the oountzy is 
not the most healthful place In the world. Professor Vogt In a chi^ter 
oa **Baral Health** rereals some startling contrasts between rural and 
urban statistlbe. Regarding the death rate, he shows that the rural rate 
has fallen but 2 x 5 per 1000 since 1900, while the urban rate has fallen 
7 : 1 per 1000. Th» greater fall In the urban death rate he finds "doe 
in large part to tl^ great advances which have been made in the oong^itet * 
of problems of xirban sanitation**. He also finds that deaths from oertaln 
diseases such as t7Xdu)ld fever, influensa, d/eenteijr, oertain stomach 
diseases, paralysis, railroad accidents, senility, and a considerable 
zmaber of other diseases whloh are responsible for a smaller proportion 
of deaths, are more freqpent in the country than in t^ cities. Certain 
other diseases are predominantly rural, as pellagra, malaria, typhoid, 





"•••lie more in.-•ignorance as to sanitary re­
quirements, and to inferior domestio eooncmy 
than they do in bad physical enviroonent or in 
the inferiority of the rural stock."
The Kansas State Board of Health Bulletin for May 1916 surveyed 
the use of proprietary medicines in on^ of the typical counties of the 
state. The Board, found that 81.6 percent of the people used these medi­
cines. The estimated average mail-order sales per year was 128.85, while 
the estimated mail order medicine business of the county for the year was 
put at not less than tl00,000.
For various self-evident reasons the balance of mental health 
is in favor of the cities. City life tends to purify itself by a process 
of automatic elimination whereby those who are subnormal quickly find 
their way into the proper institutions. In the country, on the other hand, 
the pressure is less severe with the result they maintain a certain amount 
of freedom and in many oases are permitted to marry and reproduce. For
these and many more reasons, the health factors of a community are very
* ^ •• “
in5)o^:tant. Some of these are as follows:
1. County Hospital
In view of the very great need for a oon- 
struotive rural health program, the county hos­
pital fulfills a long-felt need. The World’s Work for Septeniber 1915 
contains a brief history of the first county hospital. This hospital was 
built in Clay County, Iowa, in 1909 by county taxation. In recent y^ars, 
the idea has been spreading rapidly and many counties have hospitals. In
addition to the county hospital many sanitariums are springing up and these
2
increase the institutional equipment for the maintenance of rural health. 
Scientific equipment plus the natural health factors of the open-country
^^^1. Ibid., Chap. 8. u
2. See, Nifong, F. 0., "A County Hospital in a Missouri Town , 
The Auer loan City, Vol. 29, No. 6, Deo. 1923, pp. 610-614.
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will be, undoubtedly, one of the most important factors in rural life 
conservation.
At the present time these organizations
2. County Health Nursing
Organizations represent the chief interest in rural health.
The rapid development of these organizations
is given in a statement by Miss Mary A. Clark, consulting statistician of
the National Health Council, appearing in The Red Cross Courier'for Sept. 1,
1923. The figures show that in 1909 there were only 12 organizations with
I '
20 nurses providing county-wide services, while in 1922 there were_957
i ^ '
county organizations with 1,434 graduate nurses. Of these 957 organizations, 
281 report that they are maintained wholly or in part by county fxmds, while 
in 1909 only one organization made a similar report.
In 1909 only two types of county organizations' — visiting nursing 
associations and tuberculosis societies —> existed. The 957 organizations 
reporting in 1922 include county government agencies, county public health 
or public health nursing associations, tuberculosis societies. Red Cross 
chapters and branches and other voluntary agencies. Many of these organiza­
tions are state and nation-wide in scope, and they will be discussed in the 
following chapter.
For the first time, possibly, in the
Health Surveys
of School Children whole United States a health survey of rural
and village children has been organized and 
financed by a county board of supervisors in the state of Michigan. The 
survey is unusual in that it .is being oondpoted largely by the teachers of 
the one-room rural schools with various cooperating agencies as the State 
Department of Public Instruction, the State Department of Health, the 
University of Michigan Medical School, and others. One result 'of this sur­
vey is summed up in an article by Gertrude Bilhuber entitled, "Health Habits
1
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of Rural Children Not 'of Highest Grade". The survey shewed that nearly 
79 percent of the children in this county "showed defects of some kind^ 
most of which were preventable", while only 6.4 percent of the entire group 
were normal in weight.
The, County Health Departments are given 
opportunities for rural service throvigh the fol­
lowing methods: the distribution of health*litera-
/
ture, the exhibition of health films, the giving of ^illustrated health 
lectures, the examination of school children, the inoculation and treatment 
for the prevention of diseases, and-^he ^giTFln^^O,! Informatipnion a^l
In addition to the foregoing, other agencies are constantly at
work promoting rural health. Practically all rural reforms such as housing, 
village improvement; health campaigns, such as "Swat the Fly", Health Day; 
recreational activities, etc., make for" the health and well-being of the
community. Many cooperating agencies, such as the State department of
Health, the Red Cross, and National Organization for Public Health Nursing,
the various private agencies similar to the Rockefeller foundations, health
literature by the state and federal governments, etc., make a large contri­
bution to rural health. These will be considered in the following chapter.
F. TRANSPORTATION AND CCMMCNICATION FAaTORS
These factors include all means of transportation and communica­
tion between the open country and the large cities, as-^'ollows:
In its report the Country Life Commission says in 
regard to the farmers' demand for good roads.
1. Roads
"Highways that are useable at all times of the 
year are now imperative not only for the marketing 
of produce, but for the elevation of the social and 
intellectual status of the open-country and the im­
provement of the health by insuring better medical
and surgical attendance." ^
1. "Michigan County Surveys Children of Village and County", The Na­
tion's Health, Deo., 1926. For a statistical report of this survey see:
^^Health Habits of Rural Children Not of the Hiehest". "The Nation's Health 
Nov. 1925. -------------------------------
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Good roads rob the country of one of its worst features — isolation.
With good road ooimminioation, a twenty to fifty mile drive is fiui every day 
affair with thousands of city business men. To the farmer a good road and 
a good oar are essential. Therefore, by following out the reoommendations
•s
of the Country Life Commission the conservation of rural life will be 
greatly aided.
To large producers the ability to get the
2. Steam Railroads
produce to the markets quickly and cheaply means 
a great deal. At times the railroads have been a distinct hindrance to 
the welfare of the farmer. By manipulating rates, discriminating against 
communities, withholding service and opposing feirmers* cooperative movements
- s
they have been a ”thom in the flesh". Much, therefore, rests upon the 
proper adjustment of railway facilities to country needs.
In the past, rural trolleys meant much to the
5. Rural Trolleys
farmer and still do in many places. With the de­
velopment of the cheap automobile and the large motor-busses, the trolleys 
do not bid fair to make a very strong appeal to rural districts.
The economic and social advantages of the
4. Automobiles
Ford oar, in particular, are well recognized and 
need but to be mentioned here.
To the producers of perishable products the
5. Air Carriers
airplane of the future bids fair to be one of the 
greatest assets of the country. Great commercial use can not be expected, 
however, until they reach a more perfect stage of reliability.
This in conjunction with the different Uail
6. Rxural Free
Delivery Order Houses throughout the land has proved to be
a very great boon to the rural districts. Profes­
sor Boyle looks upon the Uail Order House as an agricultural problem, for 
the single reason that it becomes a cos^etitor of the nearby village
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nerohanta and thia competition may aap the life of the country town.
Profeaaor Warhcr ahowa in hia survey of a.oonmunity in North­
eastern Minnesota that 63 percent of the families purchased from these
houses, averaging about |42 per family, and that the amount inorbased with
2
the distance from a good-sised town.
The Great etdvantages of'these factors
oan hardly he over-estimated. The city in 
consequence looses much of its seductiveness. 
TThen grand opera, great speeches, oity church services, weather bureau, 
lectures and reports on a great variety of subjects can" be heard more- dis­
tinctly over the radio than when personally present, it is safe to say th^t 
radio-broadcasting will vitally affect rural life. With its greater develop­
ment so as to transmit moving pictures and other scenes to one's own home, 
the influence of radio will be very great.
1. Ibid., p. 156.




The faotore designated "cooperative" are the larger expression
of man's social life plus his desire for economic well-being* Firat^it
is seen that the best interests of the individual are the best interests
of the group as a whole. The spiritual teaching of Pauly—"And whether
one member suffereth, all the members suffer with it; or one member is
honored, all the members rejoice with it” -- has sociological importance.
It is not, therefore, wholly humanitarian or Christian principles that
actuate the interests of the larger organisms in the behalf of the -smaller,
nor Gidding's "consciousness of kind", but rather a new consciousness of a
common destiny that is gradually-^working its way to the front. Stripped
of its glamor it becomes selfishly utilitarian for society in seeking the
welfare of its members is primarily motivated by what teslie F.“ffard calls
2
social telesis”; i.e., the conscious control of social energy. Formerly 
the social end of man was pxu:ely the result of blind, unconscious forces. 
Advancing civilization has given the destiny of society into its own keep­
ing. And society, oonsoious of its power, and desirous of its highest 
development, has become the directive agent of- its own destiny. Hence’ every 
organ of social control becomes a consoi^ous effort on^the part. 6f society 
to achieve this destiny. ^ ■ i
In the second place,the larger social life of meui is best * 
realized when based iq)on a strong economic equality. Social balanoe^rC- 
quiree an economic balance. The great social difference between the 
coxmtry and urban citizenry baa always been the butt of jokes. Wo oonaaonly 
speak of the farmer as "the hajrseed" and hie son as “the country bumpkin*'. 
While from the rural standpoint the city-bred youth is referred to in the
n I Corinthians 12:26.




sane^ooiDpliiiientscry terms* There is a distinct social chasm betireen the 
ruralist and the urbanite which in the best interests of society must be 
bridged. Hence the inter-cooperation of the different groups makes for 
economic and social balance. An int'eresting illustration of such balance 
is being vorl^d out in^Denuark. (See Haggard, H. R., Rural Denmark and 
Its Lessons)
This need is now being seinred by many cooperating'agencies. The 
present need here is coordination of their various activities in some’way ^ 
harmoniously _in accord with rural self-development. Some of these organi­
zations and their activities arb as follows:
A. LOCAL OR COUNTY UOOPERATI'VE FACTORS
These cooperating organizations inoliide all agencies, -for what­
ever purpose declared, that are working together for the benefits of the 
rural districts. Their name is legion and to comprehend them all would
require a thorough investigation state by state. Here only the’most'out-
«
standing organizations are mentioned* These will indicate the trend and 
extent of local rural cooperation.
1. Producers Cooperative Societies
For dairy farmers it is absolutely necessary to
a. Dairymen
cooperate in order to secure the best rettorns for their 
efforts. Unscientifio means of production, poor transportation, or high 
oost of service, middlemen profj.t8, and unorganized markets all cooperate" 
to render ineffective the milk-producers* efforts’. Many dairymen offset' 
these disadvantages by organizing and building their o?m creameries, cheese 
factories, and skimming stations* A striking illustration of successful 
cooperation among milk-produoers is given by Clarence Poe.^ He says the 
Catawba farmers started with a cooperative creamery and now have cooperative
1. How Farmers’ Cooperate Double Profits, Ch. 14
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egg-oolXeotiaff, fir* potato maAotlng, a fawaert* boimiag and
loan aasoolatlpni and a oooparatlra laond^ in proapeot* All of wMoh
goaa to ahow the foocaaB of tha flrat Tantura#
SJhe haTa aaoeaaafollx orgaalBad tljanBolTaa into state
lea^oaa imd national px^anlpations, tha largest national orgaulaatlon 
being ”fisa Hptlonpil.lQ.lk Prodocers Padaratlon*'* ^ additional cooperation 
with atpte, and feda^ ai^thorltiep, hatter and pnror pdlk ip paspiped the 
pohliq.- 5he repulta of t}» Milk Inopaotlon Borepa of Portland, Oregon, ^ 
shows oonolualTely wl^t opn he dona along ollk and dairy hatterment Unas.
Host of tha larger prodocers of neat are already 
oi^pnlaad, hut nany of t^ pmaller cattle TOlsers ai^ 
not. Cooperation will henafit them as wall as the larger producers. ^ 
organising a "IilTe-Stopk Shippers* Association,** hy deTOloplng literature 
and soientlflo msthods, hy finding maricets, end hy reducing the cost of 
raising and malting, this type of farmer will he materially hanafitad. 
one euoh successful illustration Is the "Farmers* Shipping Association of
lisaker Cowty, Shnnasota".
,5ha organisation of grain-growing fermars has
0. Cereal
Srowars sucqaadad to a large ertent In defeating c^ltallstlo
control of elarators and markets. In the early eighties 
farmers began to agitato for the oi^anisatlon of fanimrs* societies* Out 
of this agitation doTeloped the "Alliance" organisation of farmers and 
later "Ihe Populist Party" as its political child, lany elerator organisa^ 
tlons were discouraged by the railroads* ahnsos, and thus failed* Only 
through long agitation for legislation hare the farmers OTerooae their 
difficulties. 5!he present success of this moTement Ip well Illustrated 
hy the organisation of "State Parmere* Grain X)ealers* Associations". For
---- 1'. ■ Wiie,"!^, "Securing a Pure Milk Supply", 3?ha American Cl’^,,
Jhne 1916. pp* 612-615*
Complete reports of the successes and failures of the elevators see the 
American Cooperative Jota*nal published in Chicago- Further cooperation 
is likely to assume ownership ar^ control of flour-mills- According to 
Boyle, 400,000 farmers owned stock in grain elevators in 1919. In addi­
tion to this stock ownership, the farmers owned 4,000 country elevators.
In the matter of organisations, they bad formed 12 State Associations of 
Farmer Grain Dealers, 1 National Council and 1 Journal*, the American Coopera-
£ r ‘■I f ’’ , ‘f
tive Journal, as the official organ.
Two alternatives are open to the unorganized
d« Truck
GsLTdeners truok-gardener; namely, either he must sell to the
middle-man at a low price or else he must peddle his 
products throughout the day when he should be at work in his garden. The 
solution is cooperation. By cooperative buyir^ he can reduce the cost of 
seeds, fertilizers, and implements, develop city markets, and control the 
price of his produce. By state control the proper amounts of the right 
crops can be made sa that there will not be a super-abundance of one crop 
and little or none of another. Local factories can be built to take care 
of excess produce. This can be canned and shipped to more distant markets. 
One outstanding organization is the "Kastern Shore of Virginia Produce 
Exchange”.
In California the Petaluma Egg Exchange has over
e. Poultry
fiaisers one hundred members and during eight months of the
year sells an average of over |10,000 worth of eggs 
per week. According to Professor John L. Coulter, the production of eggs
« V
in the United States amounts to "nearly five hundred millions of dollars
a year", while during the year "more than ♦200,0CX),000 worth of poultry is 
2
consumed". Here is a great market for organized eggtand poultry producers. 
Tl Ibid., p'. 301-
2. Cooperation Among Farmers, p. 172.
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«
estimated the invested capital to be $150,000,000 to $200,000,000 with
10,000 growers interested/ The California fruit growers' associations are
state wide in extent'and highly specialized. They'offer the best illus-
- ^ £
tration of what can be done by cooperation.
The value of cooperation in controling both crop 
and marlrot is recognized by the tobacco-growers^ asso-gs Tobacco drovers
ciations# In Connecticut, particularly, cooperative
organization is very strong. A president is paid a princely salary to
look after the interests of’the association. Most of the growers are small
farmers, but the good prices given for the best tobacco make its production 
worth while.
T. C. Atkeson, Washington Representative of the National Grange,
writing in The Nation's Business, opposes the idea of buying food direct
1
from the producers on the ground that it cannot be d,one. He ^says,
"The facts €u:e that the farmer who' is really 
farming•’••••‘Has no time, no surplus energy-, no
talent and no training for selling.... His life 
habits are directed to^ production ^and sale in bulk 
.... And if a group of farmers unite and hire a 
salesman, and provide facilities for distribution, 
it is an open question if they can —- or will r- 
market and distribute their products -at any eoonomy^,^ 
over the present competitive distribution system.
The value of-such cooperation, however, is beyond question.
2. Cofaiaunity Churoh
In the Report of the Country Life Commission, it is said that
"The hural church must be more completely than 
now a social center.... The country churoh of the 
future is to be held responsible for the great ideals
1. Oct. 1919. p. 26.
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of ooiisniuni'ty lif® as 'well as of personal character*
Gill and Pinohrot In their survey of ohu^*oh conditions in Ohio found on
an average that “there ^re five ohurjohes. in a township and only 1,448
persons". It is their judgment, therefore, that "the most successful
rural church is the coimm;inity church", ^sinoer "its meniiers-work chiefly
n 2.
not for the church itself, but for the community i
A coGmiunity or federated church is often established bjr several 
smaller and decadent churches uniting or in a new-district by forming: one 
church for all* The advantages .of spiritual cooperation is^no^less than
eponomio cooperation* ” - 4
3-* The County or Cqpmunity Hospital 
The oounty hospital has already been mentioned- as an institu­
tional factor* It is also a cooperative .factor, since it requires county
agreemen'l* to establish it*
4, Consolidated Schools
With the advent of good roads,,. ,fastern and easier modes of trans­
portation and the increasing .oon^tition for the best positions in lifS 
most of the arguments against this type of school have vanished. The ddn- 
solidated school requires greater outlays -of money, but givea greater 
returns.- These schools offer a larger and richer course in agriculture, 
home economics, manual training, and art* An instance „of the-revolutionary 
effect of this kind o£ sohopl is afforded by an.-arti6le 4n the fAmerioan 
City for Sept. 1921 (pp. 201-204)* In mahy^ of these schools the d 6. 
plan of organization is followed, the high school including grades seven 
to twelve*
Professor Cubberly says:
r: IbidTj'p- 62. &-
2. I^., p. 5§.
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”lii the making of these oensolidated or 
central schools center of a new rural community 
life, lies, in large part, not only the solution^ 
of the rural school problem but the solution of 
the rural community problem as well. Only in 
such schools can the kind of education demanded 
by modern conditions be given." ^
Similarly Professor H, W, Poght looks Upon consolidation-as "a' panacea 
.. 2for existing ills .
6. Welfare .Agenoletf
Every community should adequately provide for
a. Chatity
it’s destitute and neglected children, its poor and 
defective, and its aged‘ peoplp. 'With the large numbers-‘of immigrants seek­
ing the interior, provision should'be made for their socialization or 
Americanization. Preventive medicine is better than curative. Much over­
lapping is possible due to state and national organizations. The local 
group would be the directive agent in distributing .charity’s help.
These societies look particularly after juvenile
b. Child Welfare
Sooietiei delinquent possibilities. State boards provide insti­
tutions for the institutional treatment ^f youthful 
offenders. The purpose of the local society is to anticipate such action 
on the part of the state and take preventive measures for the child’s moral 
welfare. The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children has' an 
important function to perform here. Bad homes, malicious parents, and lack 
of all moral influence makes fosc qfiminality. Such "county programs- of




This is generally taken oar.e of in the more open 
country by the organization of rural nurses or a Rdd
1. Cubberley, E. P., The Improvement of Rural Schools, p. 39.
2. The America Rural School, p. 22. The Federal Bureau of Education 
Veports the estimated number of consolidated schools for 1921-22 at 13,OCX), 
"an average increase of something more than 1,000 consolidations a year in
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Cross chapter. The work of the rural nurse tal»s her into 8^11 the homes. 
She teaches the moth®?: how to .care for the hahy, actually doing'the work 
hy way of demonstration. In every way she is a practical ^exponent of the 
science of health., Oftentimes she sets up a booth at the county fair or 
establishes a rural nursing ’center, ,and in various ways constantly 
demonstrates the principles of health. Many-illustrlitions are tp bp 
fotmd in The Public Health Uurse, the organ of the “National Organization 
for Public Health NurBj.ng."
The organization of the "Tpwnship .Public He>lth_Cqinaitte.e" is 
carefully written in the Public, Health Nurse for Jlsurch 192&,^ pp. .168- 
162-. The-Red Cross organization extends its aotivitjLes to the rural 
districts in the form of chapters of which tl^re are over 3,000. The* bfeap-
4
ter is the working unit of the organization.
The peculiar needs of farming often iea4 the un-
d. Legal Aid
business-like farmer into .fiimnoial difficulty. For 
this and other reasons societies' Q,re formed to give timely advice on legal 
and financial matters. Such organizations give to the farmers-apd,.others 
a certain confidence and greater proportion of successes in their ventures 
that cannot help but reflect back upon the general contentment of community 
life. Scmetimes a bureau of social- service supplies all of these needs and 
many others..
. 6... Cooperative. Credit
Cooperative credi^ ror credit unions are. ^goojd credit agepoies 
where banks are not much used. A credit union, -therefore, is a local
^he five years previous." "Recent Data on Consolidation of Schools 
and Transportation of Pupils", Bulletin, 1925, No. 22.
3. National Conference of Social Work, 1925, pp, 95-108.
4. For a brief summary of the riural activities of the Amsrioan Red Cross 
Assooiation see, fhe Publio Health Nurse, April 1925, pp, ZVt-^Z\9, While 
"How to Secure a Red Cross Health Center in Your Community" is told in the. 
American City for Nov. 1920, pp. 506,507.
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cooperative association, making loans to its members and promoting 
thrift and business methods. Compared.with Canada the thiited States 
has been dilatory in developing nooperative credit. According tcf 
Professor Boyle, only ten states have' passed credit union laws, Massa­
chusetts being the first. In only one state^ he says, is the credit 
union a rural institution. This is North Carolina which has formed 
forty-one unions since 1916.
B. STATE COOPERATIVE FACTORS
These factors ^e manifold, differing in various states. This 
feCot serves in a unique-way. to produce the-best Tneasures for rural pro­
gress. There are forty-eight'great experimental fields and all different. 
One state can develop an experiment and, if it is suocessful, all of the 
other states may oopy the experiment. If it is a failure, time and ex­
penditure is saved all the other states. Many factors are oommon to^ a 
majority of the states and these are listed here.
1. State Board of Education
The central coordinating and supervisory body in education is 
the State Board of Education* At the head of this stands the commissioner 
and hie agents. The closest supervision of all public education is main­
tained in New York State through the State-Board of Regents- All possible 
help in supervision and training of teachers and state aid is given. The 
best results of this supervision have been-oonfined to the cities and 
larger towns* The local unit of education, the township, because of many 
conditions has not been greatly benefited. Educators like Foght and 
Cubberley have seen the problem and are advocating the consolidated schools 
for rural districts.
2. State Universities and Agricultural Schools'
Nearly every state has a state university or agricultural 
college. These schools are providing extension courses to farmers of
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every type, and are developing rural eoienoea that‘are closely bo\md up 
irith the economic millennixm of rural life* They are included in the 
following*
3. State Aid
State aid by the multiplicity of its forms becomes .a very com­
plex matter* The outst&mding forms are as follows:
Since the Uorrill Act of 1862, when 30,000
a* The "Land-Grant
Colleges'* acres of land for each senator and each represen­
tative in Congress were set aside as a permanent:fund for^ the endoinsent and 
maintenance of at least one agricultural college, in .each jtate,/ha8 ooias to 
represent the largest of all single, investments of state fiinda in agricul­
tural matters* Agricultural education has been extended by the state into 
city high schools, and oouirty agricultural high schools*
The State Department of Agriculture was eahly
b* State Department
of Agriculture led to see the necessity of state protection and
administration over agricultural matters, due to
the ravages of both animal and crop diseases* The functions of this depart­
ment may be outlined in full on pjiges 4a and ,50.
Farmers* institutes are now held in most of 
the states: sometimes under the State Agricul­
tural Department and sometimes under the agri-
0* Farmers* 
Institutes
cultural colleges* There are usually open-door forums and demonstrations 
of vital subjects*
d * Sxperiaental 
Stations
Uany such experimental stations have been 
developed* Their-valujs to the rpral community 
has made -them agrioulturaJL necessities to every
state*
4* Charities and Corrections
These institutions are under the direction of the State Board
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of Charities and the State Bo^d of Prison Commissioners.
5, State Public Servioe CoBiiiission 
This organisation by virtue of -its power tc regulate rates and 
ohargea of all transportation laay be a distinct help to the rural oominuni-
tios. , " , ^
‘e. Other Departments
The various other adpartments, such' as highnftiys, natural 
resduroes, health and sanitation, ^police, eto-.^, -Have their contribution 
to make to the welface ‘of. the Yural'distriots as well ar t-o the nitiee#
C. PEDSIAL^COOPERATIVE'^FACWRS'- 
The federal gbvemnent had been,an important factor 'in rural 
progress by reason of its larger'viewpoint and greater powers to'legislate 
and offef financial aid. By the fonaation of progressive educational 
policies and the distribution both^of literature and financial aid the 
federal government has greatly in^rOTed the "prospects of rural progress.
Chief Legislative Aots-
Thi's la-w^establ'ishod in the ISiit^ States
a. The Morrill Act
of 1862 the so-oalled ”Land-grant Colleges or State
Colleges of Agriculture.
This law established federal experiment
b. Hatch Act of
1887 stations in connection with the Agricultural
Colleges created by the 1862 law.
This .act provided ;An.-ihorease*‘in-the federal
0. Adams Act of 1906




This act provides (l) federal control of 
all moneys expended by agrioultural oolieges 
under the Hatch and Adame Acts/ and (2) organiza­
tion of the extension work of the colleges. The work is on a cooperative
F
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basis both as to f Inanoial support and as to .control* The organised 'vork 
has four principal forms; namely, (a) county agricultural agents; (b) 
boys* and girls* clubs; (c) extension specialists, cooperating with the 
county agents; (d) home economics.
This act provides moneys for* the support of
e* Vocational Eduoa>
tional Act of 1917 vocational education of secondary grade in agri­
culture, home economics, and industry* It is a 
scheme of cooperation whereby the federal government promises to support
1
conditionally any such vocational work the states may choose to undertake*
2, The Rational Conservation CoBunission 
The National Conservation Commission forined.by President Roosevelt 
in 1908 was requested to undertake the compiling of an inventory of the 
natural resources of the IMited States* The inventory as printed has be­
come one of the moat in^ortant documents on this subject*
3* Roosevelt Country Life CCTnmission 
This was a special commission appointed by President Roosevelt 
in 1908, and of which Sir Horace Plunkett said, "l believe will some day
n 2be recognized as the greatest of his policies*
The' purpose of'^the Commission was, as its chairman, L* H* Bailey,
said, "a Commission of exploration and suggestion*’* The report is published
3in document form*
4. Department of Agriculture
Some indication of the different labors of this department of the 
federal government is given in the following analysis:
(1) Secretary of Agriculture
(2) Assistant Secretary
(3) Director of Scientific Work
1. Toyie, Ibid*, Chapter 20.
2. The Rural Life Problem of the United States, p. 16























Director of Regulfttory Work 
" ” Extension Work
Solicitor 
Weather Bureau
Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
" " Animal Industry




“ " Biological Survey
" " Puhlio Roads
” ” .Home Economics
** " Dairying
Fixed ..Nitrogen, Research Laboratory 
Office of Experimental Stations
" " Cooperative Extension.Work
" ” Publications
Library
Federal Horticultural Board 
Insecticide and,Fungicide 
Packers and Stools^^ds Administration 
Grain Futiares Administration ^
Each of these divisions is actively ooop^ating with state and
2
county organizations in rural betterment.
6* Bureau of Education
Under the direction of t^ Department of the Interior a 
Bureau of Education is maintained. .Its purpose is largely "to collect 
such statistics and facts as shall show the condition and progress of 
education in the .several states and territories"# Also to "diffuse in­
formation respecting the organisation and management of schools and school 
systems and methods of teaching". Annually the commissioner is required 
to report to Congress. „ _
6# United States Post.Office
By extending rural free -delivery, of mail and the inauguration 
of the pardel post system great iMlp has been given to rural communities.
1. Published by the U. S. Dept, of Agricultiare.
2. For an outline of the work of the Department, True, A. C., "The 
United States Department of Agriculture", Annals of the Am. Acad, of 
Pol, and Soo. Science. 1912, pp. 100-109.
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7. Other Forms of Aid
a. The Federal-aid Road JLot, vhioh means more good road^ for 
rural districts.
h. The Farm Loan Act, irhioh provides a system of cheap money 
based on first mortgages on the farmers^ land,
o. Interstate Commerce Commission vhich undertake? to adjust 
differences between shippers and carriers.
d. International Institute of Agriculture at Rome, which 
furnishes basic information on agrioultxiral questions, a part of the ex­
pense of which is borne by the United States.
Still other forms of aid may be mentioned which are more or
less direct. These, however, constitute the principal Items of federal
L
aid.
D. PRIVATE COOPERATIVE FACTORS
These factors include all of t^se factors of national soope 
not politically affiliated-but-working through some phase of its organiza­
tion for rural welfare. Some of the 'chief of these are the ^dllowing:
1. Rational Education Society-
This is an organization of sane 10,000 teachers who are render­
ing direct aid to the progress, of .every type of education in the' United 
States. Annual reports are gathered'and published in the Annual Reports 
which constitute a most imp'ortant body' of. pedagogical literaturer
2. Rational Pldygr.ound and-Recreation Association
of America
The purpose of tjhis Association is to develop playgrounds and
' ’1




Such foundations as "the Hookefeller and "Russell Sage organiza­
tions contribute largely to the field df research along health and socio- 
logioal lines.
4. Library, Ass 00 iations
The American Librafy Association and the Carnegie Library Com­
mittee are interested In a more universal use-of boo^ and helpprovide 
the means for their diffusion.
5, Hational-Chi-ld labor Committee 
The function of the National Child Labor Ccmimlttee is confined 
to the regulation of ail pohditiops to children^
A
6. Health Agencies-
The "National Organization for Public Health Nursing" and the
American Red Cross completely cover the entire country with their branch
1
organizations. Others are as follows^:
Xl) C.ommittee of -One Hundred on National ^Health
(2) American Association foh Study and Prevention
of Infant-J£ortality
(3) American School Hygienic Association
(4) The American Federatiop for Sepc Hygiene
(6) American Society of Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis 
(e) National Association for the Study and 'Prevention 
of Tuberculosis
■ 'Soo ial Agehole^
Chief among these are the Y.M.C.A., Y«,M..H.A., Y.^.G.A., C"hau-
• *»ir
tauquas and Social Service Bureaus. Their activities are manifold 
but may be grouped under this head. One of the chief of these agencies
is the "American Institute of Social Service" of New York City. Its pur-
1
pose is "to serve as a clearing house for facts, experiences and ideas
* w
on social and industrial betterment.
Souroe^ook of Social Resources-
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8. Organia^d Charity 
Chief of these agencies are:
(1) ‘The Ajnerloan Association of Societies for
Organizing Charity
(2) Charity Org^iiation Depaftment of the Rtisaell
Sage Foundation
(3) Federation of Remedial Loan Assoc^iations
(4) Legal Aid Chicago Society
All of these societies are working for the better adjustment and ooopera- 
tion of organized charities* _
9. Immigration
2
The three most important associations are?
(1^ The National Liberal Immigration league 
(2; North Anwrican Civic League for Inmigrants 
(3) Immigrants Protective League’
10* Federal Council of Churohes 
The Federal Council of Churches maintains a Social Service De­
partment which aims at achieving closer cooperation among the churches 
chiefly in relation to the economic and social life of their communicants. 
Much emphasis is being plsioed upon social creeds pt the social teachings
of the church with a certain discrediting of old religious creeds and dog- 
3
mas*
11. Conference of Social Work
This organization meets annually to discdss subjects related to 
social work and publish the j^ooeedings* In this way attention is con­
stantly being focused on important sociological conditions and a large and 
ic^ortant body of data gathered*
12* Other National Organizations 
Other forms of national organizations deal with labor legisla­
tion, law enforcement, prison reform, national housing, civic improvement.
1. Source Book of Social Resources
2. •' " " - 't
3. See Year Book of the Church and Social Service in the -United States 
for sbcial point of view.
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prohibition, g.uffrage, labor, child and animal -welfare, aooial work, 
religious education, etc* Many journals and organs of national scope 
also contribute to the general work of social progress in rural oomnunl- 
ties«
This list includes the principal social factors in the conserva­
tion of rural life- But only the principal factors have been noted.
Their total nmber would make a very l€irge list. The purpose of this 
phase of the thesis is thereby broug^ strongly into view; namely, th^ 
rural conditions are not an unfortunate lack of social factors but rather 
their lack of coordination. Ho vital element in rural control is lacking. 
Tfhat then is the problem? On© step has been taken in its definition; 
namely, that it is not the lack of rural factors but the disorganization 
and consequent confusion of a multiplicity of overlapping and ooir5)0ting 
factors that are by virtue of these conditions rendered powerless.
Following this analysis, steps must be taken to show the adap­
tation of these social factdrs to the problem .of niral life conservation. 
The problem in the form of a question, therefore, is: How may these fact­
ors be made to remedy rural conditions? The answer to tpis qiaestion will 
be along three general lines; viz., (l) to note how these social factors 
apply towards the prbblom; (2) to note concrete illustrations of their- 
application; and (3) to indicate an outline progr'am for rural life conser­
vation.
PART II
ADAPTATIOH OF THE' SOCIAL FACTORS 
IN the conservation’ of 'RURAL LIFE
IMTRODDCTIOU
IHEEODUCTION
In, Part I, most of th« outstanding factors in rural lif# hava 
boon olaasifiad and briefly desoribed* The purpose of this classification 
has been threefold; vis., (l) to give aoae indication of the multiplicity 
of rural factors, (2) to shor th&t the problem of rural conservation is 
one of organisation primarily, and (3) to prepare a basis for a prc^ram of 
rural life conservation.
In Part II, the purpose is likewise threefold; viz-, (l) t© 
review the general adaptation of these factors in rural life, (2) to pre­
sent some oonorete exaiq)le8 in the form of constructive programs, and
(3) to propose a program designed for a particular type of rural oommunity. 
No one program can be adapted to all rural conditions*; therefore, the pro-
V * j
posed program is illustrative only of the method of procedure.
(66)
eHAI^ER FOTJR
QEHERAL ADAPTATIOK OF THE SOCIAL FACTCES IK RURAL LIFE
I. HOW THE PRIMARY SOCIAL FACTORS FUNCTION
In the following disousaion the preoedii^ outline'will he
folloired urith the exception of the first chapter. This copter deals -with
the primary factors of ruraj life, that-are, generally speaking, heypnd the
1
control (£ man# Rose says, „ ^
”lt'is obvious that the pharaoteristics 
of the immediate physical environment — ‘
dilute, soil^ minerds-j topograph^-,, ^leyatiion, ^ 
oontpur, waterways,'rainfall', ’harbors, etc. —' 
dioiate..the'size and^ local distribution pf>%- 
population, the key industries, the basic'occupa­
tions, the lines of. specialization, t^ ."mode of 
life, the routes of’?Emigration, the channels of 
transportation and the character of oomfiieroe. In 
a word, the environment determines the general 
economic basis of society,!! ' ^ t
These factors are permanent and repulse or attract according to the needs
and de^sires of men# The viewpoint is,, tj^n: environmental factors are
pre-supppsed; social structures are-largely based upon these; and that
since "envirorment determines the general economic basis of ftooiety”, as
Ross says, men are to adapt and ref^ine and coordinate all of these^agencies
immediately within their control#.
Furthermore, >diile man cannot control the nature of the surround­
ing phenomena to any marked degree, he is, nevertheless, more and more be­
coming capable of emancipating himself from the grip of’ environment# This 
emancipation, he finds, is brought about by his adapt^ition to ther physical
-a
forces of life# -He cannot change the desert, perhaps, but he can'fiy a^oss 
its face and deliver himself from its control. The same is true of"moun­
tains, chasm&, and seas# Thus, in the course of civilization, Ross fia^ther 
2says,
“ideas pla^'a-greater role, climate and 
scene a lesser role# Man becomes a citizen of 
the world rather than a parish and psychology 
rather than geography provides the keys to social 
evolution;"
1# Ross, E. A#, Principles,of Sooiology, p# 6?. 
I 2# Ibid#, p, 73#
I. (68)
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M&n’a adaptation to his physical and economic enviroisnent is "by 
means of his institutions Md organizations. Through these means also he 
is able td-react tq)on his social and economic environment and tn'Some ex­
tent his physical environment. For example, 'he sends' his trains rapidly 
through mountain .barriersirrigates large tracts ,of desert waste, builds 
a' Panama or a Suez Cdnal, or robs the foul and pestileritial districts of 
their power. In'the field of his chosen endeavor, he experiments’, die-? 
covers laws, adapts conditions and controls rereults. In large^ sections of 
rural lands these facts are daily demonstrated. By ^jrganizing. his* forces, 
sifting hia weaknesses, conserving his'values', andtunit’i^ in his endeavors 
the ruralist may discover that there is nothing much the matter with hia 
natural environment, but rather that it contains an unknown factor TnftV4T^g 
for the higlKst welfare of the ruralist when the latter discovers thdt 
factor and properly adapts liimself thereto. -
II. HOW THE INSTITUTIOHAL SOCIAL FACTORS FUKCTIOH- 
A. EDUCATION
The first requisite of any society is it's education. This has
always been recognized. It is no less true of modern rural oommunlties.
From the beginnings of home education to the refinements of the university
or the private school, the advantages -of education are stressed. Rural
oomnnmities have never fully developed their educational possibilities.
Many disadvantages accrue from this failure to achieve high standards of
education- In its report. The Country Life Commission holds the rural
schools "largely responsible for ineffective farming, lack of ideals, and
1 ^ * " . r
the drift to the town".
Rural education should function for the betterment of rural don-
1. Ibid., p. 53.
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ditions in the following particulars:
"profitless living is the first trouble in
1. EoonoiBio 2,
Welfare American rural civilization" , says the report of
m X )
the rural division of the Jfen and Religion Movement. 
Economic oo^itions, including the high coat of living, coupled with 
increase of necessities and decencies of life,- demand lahger returns from 
the soil. Scientific knowledge based upon intensive farming helps solve, 
this particular problem.
Rural education should have snffioienilv high
2. Social
Equality standards to overcome the social hiatus between the
3^ city and country-dwellers. The socializing power of 
education is seen, in the emergence of country men and women into the 
highest places of the nation’s life.
One of the greatest problems of rural life is the
3. Conservation
of ' development and conservation of its natural leadership.
Leadership
Without the school,leadership will not be {sromoted and
without the proper type of school^rural leadership'will hot be conserved.
Commiesion on Rural Life recognized this fact in its report and urged
three fundamental requirements for the rural school. Rural school children
must be given throe viewpoints in their education; viz., (l) the-home
viewpoint, (2) the farm viewpoint, and (,3) the coiimiunity viewpoint, .These
viewpoints, it is ^believed, will attach the -interasts of adolescent boys
and girl* to the country by robbing false educational ideals of their
allurements. ^
Dr. James U« Williams in his book. Our Rural Heritage, stresses
2
the importance of rural leadership ajid says,
1. Men and Religion Messages. V.6, Ch. 9., p. 2,




"The decisive force in rural d evelopnient 
has heen leadership’including....the farmers of 
unusual merfbal initiative scattered throughout 
the rural communities "who have stood for 
agricultural progress among a people more or 
less given to pessiiaiBm heoause of the hardships 
and disappointments of the farmer’s life.
A3‘ there is a vast difference betureen the large 
-city school and the small country school, .so there 
must be an equal ‘differenoe in the breadth of subjects 
taught.- Added to this ^difference in the subjects taught is^ the increased' 
difficulty of attending secondary-^and higher schools. The-tendency, there­
fore, in rural districts- is to b® content-with.the best that is offered.
And, as this is none too -good ^and soon over, rural children fail of the 
educational achievements of their city cousins.
This condition is being remedied largely by means of an increas­
ing number of high schools, the consolidated schools, the facility of 
transportation to surrounding high schools, and-the custoa of sending the 
children to live in the^ town or city where they may attend the high school.
City life is not tha best kind of life, rural 
life is not the best kind of life. There is 
no "best" for all. Each must, discover and appre­
ciate the relative values of life. One finds, like the characters, of 
Gene Stratton Porter's novels, absorbing interest in. the creative bosom of 
mother earth — its wild, divine nature, its birds and flowers, its musio 
and its songs. His religious inspiration is that of the poet:
"Were I in ohurohloss solitudes remaining,
.Far from the voioc of preachers and divines,
Hy soul would find in flowers of God's ardainihg.;
Priests, 'sermons, shrines.
Another disooverV life amidst the concentration of man ^s 
aohievements in the great oities. Here is fit .expression for restless'.
6. A Truer Apprecia­
tion of
1. Mao Arthur, R. S., Royal Messages.
aspiring ^ouls. The" great ohurohes lift hia soul to God) the great 
institutions of learning satisfy his hunger-and thirst after knowledge; 
the great tl^ongs minister to his social instinot — in-every way the 
values of the city far transcend'those of" the farm and village.
Thus only hy a "true appreciation of values wtlL the -prohleiii of 
.the city drift- be solved, *
The proper development of rtiral education should
6* Rural
Independence lead to self-dependence. So much outside "aid is given 
by various cooperating bodies that rural independence 
Is at present impossible. Every community should become self-sufficient 
but only by self-development will eudh an ideal be attained,
S'. 'MORAL AND RELIGIOUS
The function is threefold; viz,.
The values of religion are more than social, more
1. Interpiretation
than-8pii*itiftil and-moral — they are also economic, 
Man's religion has largely sprung from his Tshviroaniant. Says %itbook,^
"in Norse'mythology, heaven jras a place 
of warmth and hell a place of cold and mist, 
but in the 'religions of Palestine and- Arabia 
hell is a place of heat — eternal fire. To 
the Arab of the dehert paradise wa's dreamed of 
as an oasis,"
Religion has become static while man himself has progressed. 
In this respect religion is ant'i-soientif io" and, finally, anti-aooial.
Religion must be progressive. Its role is interpretation of the facts of 
life. New facts are constantly being brought to light by science. It is 
not the function of religion to deny these facts but to interpret them in 
the light of human experience.
The struggle with the forces of nature demands
2. Inapirition
constant inspiration for man to do his best. Religious
1, Whitbeck, t., "Religion'-and Environment", The Geographidal Review, 
April 1918, p. 321.
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values are greater than eoonomio or sooial values -- they abide when other 
values fail; they moralize and socialize his instincts; elevate his ideals; 
and, provide him Trith the bouyancy of a hope founded upon eternal values.
The .one great lesson the ruralist imist learn is
3. Cooperation
that providence is not the arbitrary and oftentimes 
fUthless acts 'Of Ood,'but cooperation with Cod through the laws and princi­
ples inherent in the universe. For the farmer t6‘know his crops were not 
destroyed by a feelingless Ood but because of his own inability to cooperate 
will relieve his doubts and enooxirage him to discover God*s laws'and “adapt 
his efforts thereto. '
C. SOaiAL
Rural sooial life functions in two particular ways; viz...
The sooial attractiveness of the city with its
1. Sooial
Equality attendant satisfactions i^ largely responsible for
rural desertion. Adequate sooial life is lacking; 
rusticity abounds; and a rural-urban social hiatus appears. The country 
cousin does not know how to comport himsdlf in-city sodiety; he feels -the 
strangeness of his environment; is self-conscious; ^and,‘in many ways^r^veals 
the effects of his xniral environment.
The loneliness of the farm, the dearth of ijuality
2. Rural
Contentment entertainment, the lure’of the city life, the social 
prestige, ‘and eaonoffllo advantages of o.tty life are 
powerful stimulants for country youth-to migrate to the cities; Rural con­
tentment will prove to ba,dne.of the greatest conserv.ing forces of rural 
life. A large part of this spirit of contentment will oome when-an adequate 
social program is developed that will give to rural .boys and girls a'sdoial 
equality with their city cousins and the necessary‘social satisfactions - 
independent of city life. Mubh of city entertainment is already being pro­
vided by means of the radio, Chautauqua, moving pictures, and the like.
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D. CULTURAL MD AESTHETIC
Praotioally no comparison exists "betijeen rural and urban 
opportunities for these refinements. For this reason many families move 
to the oity. The poorer ruralist who oannot afford to abandon his farm 
can neither afford for his children these educational refinements. Con­
sequently, the absence of these factors from rural life continues.
The values of the cultural and aesthetic factors for rural life 
are at least threefold; vis.,
The precedent of the ”best families” will have a
1. Retent ion
of the significant effect upon surrounding boys and girls.
Best Families
Character and conduct is largely a matter of imitation. 
One seldom strives to be better than the best but always desires to be 
among the highest. Desires are moulded by precedent.
The best families, however, unless the cultxiral elements which 
the farmer’s social status necessitates, may be obtained in or near their 
locality.
By smoothing out the social differences as much as
2. General Eleva­
tion of the possible the ruralist feels his social equality with 
S oo i aT"Stratus
‘the best. To be a farmer, then, does not reflect upon 
one’s social status; for a farmer may have as high a social rank as the 
professional men of that or any other town.
One great drawback to farm life Is its drudgery.
3. Refinements of
Living Chores are exacting. Early and late they require
Standards
■ attention. Sundays and holidays are identical with
every other day. Little opportunity is had for ”dressing up". All of 
these facts and many otheri.together with the isolation of the farm tend to 
deaden the desires for greater refinements. To the women and the boys and 
girls who have tasted the freedtm of the city, such a life of cattle and 
chores can. only be most unattractive.
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E* HEALTH
The health factors of a oonmunity function in three special 
ways; vis..
Studies in the field of education- reveal the
1. Health for
Muo^ion * necessity for health as a basis for proper education.
Physical health and intellectual attainment have a high
degree of correlation. It is as important, therefore, for the rural child
to be physically sound as for the city child. Professor Vo^ has suionarised
rural health conditions in his irork on rural sooiology and finds contrary
1to belief, a large percentage of rxiral ill-health.
Parallel with the foregoing paragraph, runs the
2. Education
for Health idea of health education. Six)h education is' as necessary
in rural districts as in the cities. So much freedom is 
enjoyed in the ©pen country that rural people have a larger' individual 
responsibility for the health of the community. Practical courses in sani­
tation, personal hygiene, care of oohtagious diseases, home nursing, and 
first-aid are essential parts of rural education.
The capacity of a bommunity to give timely ^d
3. General
Health adequate treatment for general sickness is an important
part of any rural program. This is being d6n©- in many
-a. ** ^
communities by moans of the town or community hospital. **
Such a health program will undoubtedly help^ to make*the”country 
a more desirable place in whioh-to live and biving. up children. To-know that
. _ • r
proper medical care may be immediately^ obtained when necessary m^es for
^ I
peace of mind and general contentment.
F. TRAHSPCKTATIOH
One of the biggest factors in the socialising ,of rural life is 
the modern means of transportation. This includes roads,, automobiles, rail-
T.~ Tntreduction to Rural Sooiology. Chapters 8 and 9.
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waySj trolleys, and airways.
The chief ways in which transportation functions as a conserv­
ing force are the following:
The coo^lez nature of modern life requires many
1* Inter­
communication and devious methods of Inter-opnmiunioation. Included
under this phase of the subject would be the telephone,
«« %
telegraph, radio, postal service and the press*. Unless readily accessible 
means of communication are possible, much of the business of modem life 
cannot be carried on. Many of the higher values of life are dependent upon 
economic success: therefore, this is pre-requisite to every successful 
conmunity program.
By means of the various modes of treinsportation
2. Sooialigation
the socializing processes are carried on. Chief of 
these are the roads and automobiles combined. Thirty miles by train re­
quires more energy and inconvenience than by auto. Picnics, seashore trips 
home visits, business trips and mere pleasure drives by means of the auto 
and the road rob the country of its loneliness; keep the family together;
a
renews old acquaintances; and in various ways make for the conservation of 
rural life.
*
Good transportati on affects so many phases of
3. Miscellaneous -
rural life that for the sake of brevity they must be
. —— « 1
generalized. In its report, the Country Life Commission declared,*^
Highways that are useable at all times of 
the. year are now imperative no*^ only for narketing 
of produce, but for the-elevation of the social 
and intellectual status of tlje ^en-cojintry-and the 
improvement of health by insuring better medical 
and surgical attendance.”
Since the social, economic, political, educational, religious, 
health, aesthetic, business, residential, protection, recreational, and all
1. Tbid.,T^ 38.
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praotioal phases of rural life are directly influenced by good roads 
a strong program stresses this feature of its vork.
III. HOW THE COOPERATIVE 80CIAL FACTORS FtJHCTIOH
A. LOCAL OR COUITEY
With limited capital, high costs of production and transporta­
tion, poor markets, and much competition, rural producers have realised 
that the best interests of all are obtained by harmonious cooperation#
Some of the chief values of rural cooperation ane as follows:
Hearty cooperation along all the lines of special
1# Economic •
Security interest to the group re.sults in lower, production costs,
greater and cheaper means of transportation, and control of 
legitimate market prices# Such cooperal^ive activities relieve producers 
of infinite worry, develops the cooperative spirit, and produces greater 
economic security#
The limited means of the small farmer are materl-
2# Encouragement
for Smll ally increased by uniform cooperation. His returns are
Farmers
proportionate to his outlay# Tjie larger producers do 
not orbwdTiim out# He is assured of equal consideration.
With an increased income, freedom of worry, higher
3# Higher
St^dards social status, the farmers are enabled to increase
of L^iving
their decencies and luxuries by a considerable margin# 
In addition, the community ^benefits- by the larger financial and 
social standing of its people# Better schools, churches, roads, organisa­
tions, etc S’,- wili^be looked upon as necessities# Rural morale, resulting 
in private and civic pride will naturally follow. And in all of these 
activities a great step will have been taken in the conservation of rural
life.
B. STATE AND FEDERAL'
1. Edueation'.and 
Exp erimeniation
State and .federal cooperation functions along thre^ special 
lines; viz*,
&
The activities of the -government are largely 
educational* .It^^has the urelfare-of its riural 
•subjects at heart* State and Federal bureaus of 
Education are eictively eng^ed in educating the ruralist an the .better 
methods. Of education* All possible supervision is given to the ^physical 
€Uid mental health of the children and the preparation of teachers*
The State and Federal Dep^tmen^s of ^riculttffe in cooperation 
with the Agricultural Schools are working out many extensive experiments 
designed to aid the rural producer solve his problems. Demonstrations of 
various kinds are given; state and federal agents appointed; experiment, 
stations established; literature published; reports compiled and published; 
weather reports published; and communications with l^ashington ansirered 
relative to any problem.
Both state and federal aid is given to rural
2* Flnanoial
Aid districts in the form of money grants* The two chief
objects to which such aid is given are: (l) roads
and (2) agricultural schools*
Closely associated with tKe above form of aid is 
3* Legislation ""
special legislation* V.a^ious special acts have been
noted' in Part I.
r
From the foregoing,, it is evident that the interests of the 
government are directly concerned with the welfare of the rural community. 
Rural coxulitions are not static; they are gradually being bettered* This 
recognition and attempted solution of rural probleiM will greatly help in 
the conservation of rural life.
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C. PRIVATE'and philanthropic
The greater number of private and philanthropic faotore that 
enter into rural life affect rural life in tvo diverse vays. The 
immediate influence is favorable but the indefinite continuation of these 
factors in rural life can only have an unfavorable reaction.
1* Favorable Influenoefl
The acuteness of rtiral problems requires
a. Care of Immediate 
Problems inmfidiate attention- Rural health, for example,
must be taken cape of at the jjresent time largely
by outside organisations*
From the viewpoint of health, the open-country must be made a 
safe place to live in. This the varied health organizations are doing; 
and, thereby, contribute to the rural need.
b- . Initiation of 
Rural Reforms
By introducing better methods and educating 
rural people in their use, outside organizations 
are doing a valuable piece of work. ^
0. Organization of 
National Forces
The various chapters or branches of the
different national organizations are, thereby, 
consolidated into powerful national bodies. Such
organizations can raise ideals to national scope; influence public opinion;




The rural problem must be largely rural in
its solution* Continued domination of rural- 
thinking, ideals, institutions, and activities
can only result in rural inability to achieve rural independence.
b. Continuation of 
Social Hiatus
Charitable organizations are bound to exert 
a paternalistic influence over the objects of its 
charity and this attitude will develop without
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the organization as ‘well as ‘within it. This is exaotly what must cease 
if rural pride and strength is to he conserved.
Practically every private organization is
c. Urbanized
Rural Life urban in its origin and control. Naturally its
ideals will be from the city viewpoint. Continued 
domination, therefore, of rural life by city organizations will fail to 
develop a true rurality.
A further weakness of these organizations is the overlapping due 
to thedr multiplicity and lack of coordination. Any r\a‘al program must 
give to these organizations only a very small part. Trtie rtzral development 
must be from within and not from withoi^.
In the foregoing pages, the general way in which rural social 
factors, fiinotion has been sketched. Chapters 1-3 have shown the social 
factors of rural life to be manifold; -and, therefore, the further fact that, 
the rural problem is not due to any lack of social factors. Chapter 4 
gives evidence that these factors are by no mea^ ineffioablous; they are 
sufficient to solve the rural problem.
In chapter 5, which now follows, some concrete examples-ar« given, 
of the social factors at work in the conservation of rural life.
CHA3PTER FIVE,
SC«E CONCRETE miSPlES OF RIEAL PROGRAHS
SCME CONCRETE EXAMPLES CF RIEAL PROGRAMS 
Marty rural programs have been developed from time to time 
ranging from the simple to the' complex. Some have been successful and
some failures. They are al^ different, hoviever, due to local conditions.
. , . , , 1
Of Biaoh work. President Butjerfield has'-said:
”l beldeve work such as this In Uassaohu- 
'setts is the mos^ significant rural work in tlw 
world. I have said this because of a growing con­
viction that unless we can organize, develop and’ 
maintain strong local rural communities..••."/ we 
cannot adequately develop our agrioulti^e and 
country life." ^
The purpose of this chapter is to point out some representative
programs that have been, developed', and to briefly comment on each. These
programs are as foHovs:
The organization of West Newbury, Mass., in
1. West Newbury
Federation for 1909 ir&s primarily due to Henry Israel, who at
Rural Progress
that time was County Work Secretary of the T.M^C.A-
for Essex County. After three years, it. had become apparent that there was
need of a community advisor. To this position. Professor E. L. Morgan of
the Massachusetts Agrioulttiral College, was appointed in 1912. The fol-
2
lowing program was initiated by him:
I. Interohdrch Progrdm
1. Town social siirvey
2. Working union
3- Union social affairs
4. Union charity relief
5. Vice crusade




(2) Cooperation between organizations
(3) Long term community program
(4) ' Immediate improvement pro^Jeots
l“ "Mobilizing the Rural Community", Mass. Agri. College Extension 
Bulletin, Ho. 23.





(2) Improvement of orops
(3) Pure bred animals
UV Inqrea-so in„8hj#®P A^d hogs
3. Farm business
(1) Farm records and accounts
(2) Purchase of
(3) Saie of products
(4) Loans and credits 




(1) Development of national .resources
(2) Care and use of food
(3) Canning, drying and stpripg*
(4) Feed and fuel supply
— ^ j 4, -
Boys* and girls* interests




(5) Plays and .gamea
6. Community life
(1) Civic imprCveB^nt, recreation and
health plans
(2) Educational and borne development plana
(3) -Public mo'rality
(4) Road improvement
The fundamental nature of this type of organization is stated
1
by President Butterfield as follows:
"It is simply a method of organization by 
■which we seek to assist the towp to bring ipto 
cooperation all the agencies, individuals, ai^ 
institutions in the o.oBmunity, in order to get' 
the full measure of capacity of the toTto at -work 
developing the community, indiwtrially, socially, 
and in ©very other way.
The method of orgeuiization is the old township system of Bew
t
t'
England; so that, under this system, the terms town and oonanunity are 
used interchangeably.
At the center of the organization is the "ooramunity council -
1. Ibid., p. 8.
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This Council leads community committees in a thorough study of the town 
and in working out of a three to fiy© years' program of deyelopment, made 
up of many specific projects in farm production, farm business, oonserva- 
tion, boys* and girls* interests, and community life; such as education^ 
tl^ hc^, public hsalth, civic affairs,, rej?:reatibn, transportation, eto^.
The carrying out of this program is done by local orgahizations cooperating 
through the Council#
^ y' ^ ^ if
The typical ISaasachusetts towns, Professor^Uorgan says, have 
"enough similarity in the general condition of relationships” to bo 
represented by a double circle diagrtua —- an outer and an inner circle*
In its uhorganized condition the.outer circle represents the outer bound 
of the community and the inner circle "the common ground or natural working 
basis of all the groups represented around the larger circle#" Betiffeeri 
^he outer and inner circles lie the various organizations surrounded^by. 
indifference, prejudice, misuxiderstandir^^ and oross'^purposes..
In its organized form, prejxidioe, indifference, etc-, are dis­
placed by the community spirit, understanding, cooperation, toleration, 
etc#
Other organized Massachusetts towns modelled after the West 
He'wbury type are listed in the foregoing bulletin as follows:
The -various organizations of the community came 
together and exchanged views; fp&rcaed a council and
2. Beoket
prepared an all-year-round program that greatly stimulated the community#
The community council working through the various
3# Brimfield





A farmers' Cooperative Exchange was organized for the purchase
and sale of supplies and products. Organized play and recreation under
paid leadership was provided. Special food production plans resulted in
1
a greater increase of staple crops.
The various organizations of the community came
4. Montague together for a larger and better cooperation incom-
2 ^ ‘ '
munity affairs with marked success.
5. Petersham
A oOTimunity council succeeded in bringing to­
gether the various local organizations.
A farmers* Cooperative Exchange was organized to handle farm
business interests, while a Home Making Club has been organized in which
5'
the women of the town study home problems.
6. Walpole
Considerable success has been accomplished in 
Walpole through cooperation.
A plan for the physical developaent of the town which -took the 
oonanittoe a year and a half to complete was adopted. An agricultural 
development plan resulted in a larger aore.age of crops. A public market
was established. Abetter town, finance plan was adopted; as also, a road
4
development plan.
The local organizations came together and formed 
" a'community council for mutual help and planning.
A cooperative buying and selling association was organized. In 
three years, the amount of*business done by the Farmers* Exchange in­
creased frcm about 18,000 to abput #37,000. ' In the same length of time 
the nmber of pure-b.red'^Holsteins increased from about six to 126. A 
practical long-term plan of development is being worked out. Other 
factors of interest are: farm demonstration projects, local drwnatics, 
church federation, cooperative spraying and
1. Ibid., p. 16.
2. PP* 16, 17.
3. " p. 17.
4. ” P- 18*
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pruning, street improvements, tovm recreation day, boys' and gi^ls 
•work, community horse shed, oelebrat.ion of public events, etc.
Probably the outstanding development in 
rural life conservation in the United States 
today is the ^ampden County Improvement League.
The originator of this movement nas Horace A. Uoses. Ur. Moses
ovtned a large farm in Woroijoco. His friend, Joshua L. Brooks, owned a
farm in Wilbraham. Between these two towns lay the Connecticut Valley 
with the Cijiies of Springfield, Holyoke, and Chicopee in between. .Twenty 
other towns of varying,degreea of prosperity lay east and west. Ur.
Uoses and Mr. Brooks decided tljai their particular interests were common 
to all. They recognized the fundamental inter-dependence of all the in­
ter lying ooimunities. They, therefore, decided to initiate the Hampden 
County Improvement League, This was accomplished May 1, 1913.
The alms of the League are stated in the charter and are as
follows:
”For the purpose of 'gathering and dissemi­
nating information relative to agricultural 
activities, to building and maintaining roads, to 
effective cooperation in producing and marketing 
farm products; of encouraging and promoting cooper­
ation of community forces for work in educational, 
economic, civic and religious betterment; and, 
generally, of fostering, encouraging and promoting 
endeavors in rural c onmunities which tend to inoroa 
the productivity of the soil, or to advance or con­
serve the educational, civic, moral and religious
The League is based upon country and city cooperation. It
works for the deveK^nent of the whole country. The program has been 
always along the lines of extension service in agriculture, home economics
and country life. It is backed by the United States Department of agri­
culture and the Massachusetts Agricultural College.
Ibid.TTp*
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The -work of the League has produced many Important results.
It has been the forerunner of the Eastern States Exposition, Eastern 
States Agricultural and Industrial League, Eastern States I’armers* Ex­
change, and Junior Aohl’evembnt Bureau. In addition; the League has been 
responsible for-the passage of a^icultural and country life legislation. 
It is a constant force for a better Hampden County', making for a more 
prosperous and satisfying life in the* smaller totms of the <So\mty.
0n October 12, 1925, Ur. Uoses presented to the League a large, 
modern, tvo-story building containing in addition to its social features, 
offioes for the bureaus and organizations representing or cooperating 
with the League. Oh a tablet the following words indicate the high ideal­
ism of the moventent: ^
"This building is dedicated to the ideal 
of uniting city and country in the common pur­
pose of making Hampden County the best possible 
place in which to work and to live.”
The League enploys a secretary and general
Activities
of the manager, an agricultural adviser, an office -manager.
League
and a staff of efficiency men. These experts visit 
the farms, distribute literature, hold demonstration institutes and con­
ferences. The League is not solely interested in agriculture and stock- 
breeding; it is also vitally interested in the social and cultural as­
pects of rural life.
One great advantage of the League lies in the fact that it is 
able to combine- the resources of a large geographical area. Few of the 
smaller towns in Hampden County could carry on for themselves all that is 
being done at the present time. After twelve years of experienoe, the
i
work is stronger than ever, while many of the smaller one-town organiza­
tions are almost at a standstill. The idea is summed up in the phrases:
^1. For the "People .of Hampden County, a Program Prepared for the 
Presentation of the League Building. Oct. 12, 1925.
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Better Farming, Better Business, Better Living.
Special attention is being given ter boys* and-girls’ work.
The Hansen Coupty Volunteers is an organization of ^lundreds of boys and 
girls.’ A paid cluVworlMr gives all .of his time to club and recrehtion 
work. The various womenjs^organlzations-brought Iq an experjb woman worker 
who gives all her time to teaching mothers and daughters how to improve 
home conditions, suoh as home_ oonveni^hpes,. beautification, sanitation,, 
etc.
In many communities the League has organized conaaittees on ‘agri­
culture, on good roads and transportation, on education, recreation and 
civic, affairs. It is the aim to bind a-11 these interests so tlmt city 
planning and town planniz^ will join hands in a oounty-wido movement for 
oivio improvement. ' It is hoped that the bringing together of'the business 
men and farmers in a county-wide movement will- create a new spirit of 
brotherhood and cooperative enterprise.that will rebuild'the countryside 
and strengthen the industrial life of the nation.
One of the League*8 greatest resjU-ts is the Eastern.States^ Agri­
cultural and Industrial Exposition, This was started by the Springfjleld 
Board of Trade through the influence of the League. Its purpose is to give 
expression and inspiration to the beat industrial and agricultural lines 
that the East oan.produoe» Through demonstrations, -exhibits and educatioiml 
work there will be shown in a concrete and lifelike manner* the-best processes 
of manufacture, and t^e best ways of growing, breeding, handling,- marketing 
and consuming.
This Association, 11}^ the Hampden
9. The Virginia Coopera-
tlve^^uoation County League, has the county as the geo-
Assoolation
graphical unit, but unlike the former in-
Edlund, R. C., "Community Solidarity*', Conf. of Sqq. Work, 1922, 
pp. 337-359. *
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oludds the entire state.
The Association is aisitizens* organisation organized in 1904 
to improve conditions throughout -the state — particularly in the rural 
districts — by* making the public school a community centel: •srtiere the 
people may gather to consider the various educational, recreational, 
social, moral, physical, civic, and economic interests.
Its aim is ^primarily cooperative.* It cooperates with the educa­
tional forces to iii5)rove school conditions; It provides-rOcreation for 
children and adults; it assists the health authorities in creating better 
sanitary conditions, medical inspection, district nursing/ etc,; It is 
working, for better roads, better farm conditions and better public institu­
tions.
The unit of organization is the ooBmunity leetgue. In each school 
district such a league is formed, the purpose of which is to have the' 
people work-together as a unit for school and community improvement.
In each county, there is a county organization'with a president-, 
vice-president, and secretary treasurer, which directs the work of tto- 
county. Then the counties are divided into ten districts^ 'each of which* 
has a district chairman whose duty it is to- inaugurate the leagi^ work 
throughout the district.
The following committees of each community league indicate, the 
activities-of the movement: education, entertainment, -soblal and recrea­
tional life; civic, moral and home improvement; food production and con­
servation; health and sanitation; publicity, membership and citizenship. 
These committees have very definite duties covering every phase of com­
munity life.
The suboess of the Association has been ^rked in intimately 
touching the life of the rural oommunitles and in promoting good roads,
better schools, health, farm life, and wholesome recreation.






were made hy people living anywhere from one to
600 miles from the oity. It Tias reallaed, that the prosperity of-this out 
lying region meant the prosperity of St. Louis*
So the St. Louis Chamber put into operation Development Service 
Bureau designed to make' available for all o,DmimmitieB in that district the 
aervioes of expert organizers to*»help-in the establishment and-development 
of local chambers, farm bureaus^ community movements, etc.
This* movement is a united effort of 
Hillsdale City and County, Michigan, to 
bring about better conditions in sanitation.
11. The Hillsdale
County Good Health 
Movement
civics, and education by doing.
The movement resulted in a quickened public conscience to yeduoe
the eoonomio loss annually to Michigan of'|20,000v000 due to .tuberculosis;
to improve social conditions; to build up a bett&r school sentiment; and,
2
to make the' home a more important factor in directing community life.
With the evolution of-the rural high school 
into an agricultural high school community.
12. C ommunity Work 
in the
Rural High Sohool
~ interests become.-more apparent*.
Some idea of the work of these schools jnay be indicated- by noting
the work done by the Agricultural High SohooX of Baltiipo;-d County, Mary­
land. ^
In^addition to teaching the boys and girls the regular ourrlou- 
lum, efforts are made to educate rural teachers in-the principles and
ideals of agriculture. ^
For the farmers,'evening lectures were devised. These dealt
-----1. Edlund,"Tr C., Ibid., p. 3X7.
2. Mo Clure, D. E.7 'Community Cooperation in Sanitation, Civios, and
Education", The American City, Oct., 1914, pp. 298, 299.
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with solls^ fertilisers, and farm management. The lectures were illus­
trated hy experiments carried throughout the course.
Other activities consisted in: short courses for women, young 
people*8 literary society, students* iiome experiments, testing dairy 
herds, weighing ^nd recording the milk, growing various crops and record­
ing results, religious awakening, and increased social- life.
The success of this type of community work-is assured because 
it fits the people for their work and advances the general economic wel­
fare of the oosiaunity. ^
The Social'Center Association of America
13. The Rural
Social denter was organized in 1911 at the University of Wis­
consin. These centers are scattered throughout 
the states of the Middle West and -Uow York.
The center is usually organized about the district school, al­
though in some oases it includes the township. Tamalpais Center, Califor­
nia, is a type of this movement. ^
This center was organized in .1909 at Kentfield, Marian County, 
California. It has twenty-nine acres of land centrally situated and ad­
mirably adapted to the work. It is a center of heighborliness wherein 
all organizations work for the common good. The interest is confined 
chiefly to rest, recreation, and instruction. Among the clubs^represented 
are the follcrwing: The Woman*s Club,' The^Friendly Club, Driving Associa­
tion, Literary Society, and a Sunday school.' It is primarily for the
2
well-to-do rather than for the poor farmer.
In addition to the foregoing organizations are various others.
1, Community Work in the Rural High School”, from the Yearbook of 
Dept, of Agriculture for 1910.
2. Bradley7 E*» A Rural Experiment, pamphlet published by the Am.
Unit. Assoc. A survey of this movement may be found in an article by 
Henry S. Curtis, ”The Rural Social Center**, The Am. Jr. -of Soo., pp.79- 
90. " ' '
• *
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Stioh, for example, as that suggested by Professor T, u. Carver in his 
Organigatlon of a Rural Cccomunity# He suggests the following organisa­
tion:
Central Caomittee
’ 1. Business Interests
(1) CoBEnittee on farm produotion
(2) " ” marketing
(S) *' ” farm supplies
(4) " " finance and accounting
(5) " ” transportation .
2. Social Interests
(1) Committee on education
(2) ” ” sanitation
(3) ” " recreation
(4) " " beautification
(6) ” ” household economics
This type of organization has been successfully used in 
Kansas under the direction of Walter Burr, Director of Rural Service.
All of these organizations represent two factors of importance 
in the conservation of rural life; viz., (l) considerable attention is 
directed to the problem by far-sighted sociologist's and business men; and
(2) the problem has not yet been solved.- The initial enthusiasm soon 
wears down and discouragement follows. The one-town organization does not 
appear to be the best type of organization to follow. It lacks dynamic 
force to aid it over the week and discouraging places. Some organization 
has yet to appear that ^ill have a universal appeal. Organizations cannot 
be made; they must be the discoveries of natural tendencies relating both 
to the individual and to the nation-*
1. "Community Welfare in Kansas”, The Kansas State Agri. College, 




In the preceding chapter two general types of rural organiza­
tion were notedj viz#, (l) the one-town type etnd (2) the county or sec­
tional type. In the study of these types 8.everal factors predispose the 
writer to the larger organization^as holding .greatest promise for the 
conservation of rural life. These are as folloira: , *
1. The smaller .one-town organizations do not seem able to en­
dure any great length of time. Like the parable grain that fell on rocky 
ground the thinness of the soil is unable to sustain the later growth; 
consequently, it withers and dies away.
2. The larger organization that includes a whole county is 
better able to endure because of its enlarged resourcesf A slump in one 
section will not vitally affect the whole organization; rather, the jspirit 
of the idiole will sustain the weak by helping it when it oannot help 
itself.
«
5. - The larger organization can affect, remedial legislation more 
readily. The voice of the people is the voice of God ‘in politics. But, 
politicians do not believe the voice of the people of a smalL town to be 
the voice of God.
4. The larger organization has the means^for accomplishing its 
ends. Many things, like good roads, railroad transportation, mail service 
legislation, etc., necessarily affect many oojamunities^; so that only by 
combined action can these projects be carried out successfully and eopnpmi 
cally. Ti^. interests of ths small community-are the interests of many 
similar and contiguous oonmiunities. State and federal aid is more, likely 
to be forth-coming when pressed by the.- larger group.;
6. The larger ^rot^.oan more effectively control their markets. 
By systematized production and marketing of the products a fair price can
be maintained at all times. Additional economy can be practiced by
(94)
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cooperative “buying of euppliee..
6. The larger group creates a consciousness of kind that rules 
out the stigma of rurality, Uany oiio-town organizations with as Ki^y 
varying, iiziependent systems laok this o.onsqious feeling. Their small 
efforts, carried on ^thout adeguate group -strength,, -do not ren^vq the 
rural-urhan hiatus; and when these small efforts fail the odbmiahity is
looked upon as doubly ■weak and ineffect iyf.
For these-major reasons , the, ■writer believes-t^e sj-ngle, inde- 
pendent town or village organization to he the least effective means of 
oonserving-a rurality .that shall, he adequate for the .fullest .and ricl»st
expression of American national life.
Certain disadvantages arise in connection with the county type
of organization that must not be o-verlookad. Some of these are as follows:
J.. County organization is likely to be too scattered for 
effective cooperation in the smaller but important things; -such as: the 
needs of individual farms, the small isolated village, or outlying farmer, 
central cooperative activities, etc. The field is too large for adequate 
supervision by the various experts; their work is likely to be too general.
2, Capable leadership combined with a philanthropic motive such 
as -ttiat displayed by the founder of the Hampden County League, cannot be 
supplied•
3, When a city Chamber of, Cpmmeroe undertake^ rural leadership, 
the ten4enoy^is to.urbanize the ruralist. The motive is business; hence, 
advertizing and various devices are set on foot to lead the country people 
to buy from city sources. The, country is literally plastered with the 
billboards of city business houses; every exposed rook, rail, barn, and 
orosaroads advertises city merchandise; while calendars, catalogs, and
kindred literature infest every farmhouse-
4, With so many conaminlties represented there is always the
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posaitnitjr of miaundarstanding, negleot of aons intereata, and at tliiiaa 
pulling apart.
With these facts in mind the irriter does hot look for any 
material advance in aolving the prohlem-of rural life from either of the 
foregoing typea of organiaationa aa at preaent oonatituted. Pre-requiaite 
to any aolution of the prohlem imiat he the development of a unified 
national oonaoiouaneaa horn of reapeot for the dignity of personality.
The're must he no rural mind or urban mind, hut a national mind freed from 
the differentiating influence of social prejudice. This *ill he a diffi­
cult task and one that vrill he slow of aOOoiig>lishment;• hub, come-it must.
In studying the rural situation of Deamark,.36lgium, and Ireland 
it is seen that this conaoiousness and respect for rural personality is 
national, due ohiefly to the success of the cooperative enterprises, and 
the extent to which legialation has been influenced by rural interests, 
ilmerioan public opinion must he behind its rural life. Ckily thus,will the
proper and neoesaary rural legislation he enacted* Says Professor K. E.
1
Groves: "
"Real progress as distinguished from a 
fiotitiouB appearance of advance can only come 
through legislation that either has behind it 
a genuine and effective public opinion or an 
educational program that can justify it to veil- 
meaning oitisens. Public opinion is the real 
force that operates’ upon modern governments#
Public opinion must, therefore, influence- both State and Foderil- Legisla­
tures to regularly investigate, report, and legislate for the rural situa-
tion#
The County Life'Commission appointed by Theodbre Roosevelt, vas 
a step in the right direction. Its reoSmmendatlons were accepted by Sir 
Horace Plunkett as the solution of the United States rural prohlem. -They
1. Sooi^"~ProblenL8 and Education, p- 3T0.
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'Were not acted upon by Congress* Sir Horace Plunkett says:
"For all the offioialisni -with which it 
was launched^ President Roosevelt*8 Country 
Life Commission might as well have been 
appointed by some wealthy philanthropist who 
would, at least, have paid its members* travel­
ing ej^enses.**
Three recommendations were considered by the Ccmmission as
‘'fundamental to the whole problem of ultimate permanent reconstruction".
2
They are as follows:
"1. Taking stock of country life:
There should be organised....under govern­
ment leadership a comprehensive plan for an ex­
haustive study or ,8uivey of all the conditions 
that surround the business of farming and the 
people who live in the^ country, in order to take 
stock of our resources and to supply the farmer 
with local knowledge....
"2. Kationalized extension work:
Each state college of agriculture should be 
empowered to organize as soon as practicable a 
complete department of college extension, so 
managed as to reach every person on the land in 
its state, with both information and inspiration.
The work should....be designed to forward not only 
the'business of agriculture, but sanitation,.edu­
cation, home making, and all interests of country 
life....
"3. A oasqpalgn for rural progress:
We urge the holding of local, state, and 
even national conferences on rural progress, de­
signed to unite the interests of education, or­
ganization, and religion into one forward move­
ment for the rebuilding of country life..*. We 
must in some way unite all institutions, all 
organizations, all individuals having any interest 
in country life into one great campaign for rural 
progress."
Based upon the-conviction that the larger type of organization- 
holds the greatest promise of success in rural life conservation, the 
writer has worked out the following plan of organization. The plan is 
tentative only, awaiting further development by practical application.
Y, The Rural Life Problem of the United States, pp. 31, 32. 
2, Report of the Country Life CoBiaisslon, p. 19.
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I* National Conference on Rural Life 
A« Executive Cosmlttee 
1, ^pointment
(1) By the Conference
(2) For odd terms
2. Work
(1) Represent conference jA Washin^on
(2) Plan annual conference
(3) Publish reports
(4) Work for n^al legislation „
B* Conference
!• Constituency
(1) Uecibers of State Conferences
(2) Secretary of the„ Interior
(3) Secretary of Agrioultxuro






(4) Appoint and instruct executive eeoBaittee




(1) By the Conference
(2) For odd terms
2. Work
(1) Execute Conference program
(2) Compile and publish rural data
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(3) Publish Conference reports awl publicity
literature
(4) Plan for annual conference
(5) Prepare budget
(6) Work for rural leg,is.lat.ion 
B. The State. Conferehpe "
!• Constituency
(1) Members of .county divisions of the §tat,e
Conference
V * V
(2) Doan of the Extension Department of the State
College of Agriculture
(3) State Secretary of.-^Agrioultura-
(4) State ConiaiBsloner of Education
(6) Ueiribers of the Farm Bureau
(6) Rural agents;, such as rural school heads, rural 
ministers, representatives of state and county 
rural organisations
2• Work
(1) Hear reports and discussion
(2) Coordinate state agencies
(3) Direct state policy of the Conference
(4) Initiate rural legislation
(5) Develop the usefulness of the Extension Departinent
of the State College of Agriculture
(6) Appoint and instruct the executive oommitt^e 
Ill, County Division of the State Conference on Rural Life
A* Executive Committee
1. Personnel
(1) Director of county-work
(2) Staff of experts
2. Work
(l) Supervise county work
(2) Manage the county office of the Conferenotf
(3) Manage 'the county demonstration farm
(4) Keep ■'County records', compile and publish data
(6) Appoint ocdffliit'tees^ to Cooperate vith ooi^nity 
organizations; such as:
(a) Farm demonstration
(b) Community planping 
(0) Educational
(d) Publicity: literature, lectures, etc*
(e) Markets












County Division of the State^ Conference 
1# Constituency
(1) Menibers of community organizations
(2) Chairmen of cooperating organizations
(3) Representative citizens
■(4) Members of State Conference, ex officii
2. Work
(1) Hear reports, discussion
(2) Coordinate- county agencies
(3) Cooperate frith sthte-policy of rural life 
^4) , Appoi^tt executive, committee




(2) Repre^sentative oitizens 
(•3) Chairn^n of sub-oonimittees
2. Work
(1) Direct the frork of the organization
(2) i^)point committees
(3) Represent the community
(4) Work with coiurty officials













The purpoa© of this organization is to Oorrelat© tlie various 
county, state, federal, and private agencies ahbut a given center of opera­
tions. The natural center "of rural life is the Extensd.on Department of the 
State College of Agriculture. Both state and federal governments already 
have interests in these colleges;’while the modern farmer looks'to iiheia for 
advance methods in agriculture. From this centeV will radiate the prac­
tical expressions of the State Conference on Bural Xife.
The work of this department includes /extension coiurtfes designed 
to give the farmer scientific information about his farm and to show him 
advanced methods of production and preservation. It will include, also, 
the cultural, social, health, and. recreational factors of rural life-.-^
National, state, and local expressions of the organization is 
given through national and state conferences. The constituency of these 
conferences include the leaders in their respective fields, thereby corre­
lating these factors and giving prestige to the movement. These leaders 
are simply members, thus preventing group control.
The annual conferences on rural life will tend to keep the move­
ment alive; disperse important information; dignify rural life; gather 
valuable statistics; and unify all factors in a stable campaign for rxiral 
progress and conservation. In addition, the unification of such a large 
body can naterially influence rural legislation. National surveys -on the 
use and control of the natural resources of the country, roads and trans­
portation, markets, middlemen*8 profits, and miscellaneous factors can be 
carried out successfully.
Of special importance is the county division of the state organi­
zation. It is olosett to the farmer. It cooperates with him in' all his 
enterprizes, helping even the smallest develop the greatest capacity of his
farm.
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Each county has its agriculture building providing office room 
for the various cooperating officials. From here experts go out daily to 
lecture, demonstrate, and inspire the farmers. A demonstration farm is 
also maintained, the profits of which help supp&rt the rural work.
CofflQunity organisations are developed in order to profit by the 
resources of the entire organisation. Each individual- realises he is a 
part of a large organisation, the Trhole aim of which is to develop his 




SOCIAL FACTORS IN R®AL LIFE
CHAPTER I
ERIMART GRODP CF SOCIAL FACTORS
The "primary group" of social factors^ are, to summarize: geo­
graphic, genetic, economic, ethnic, associative, and^political. They are
f - 1^' t \
largely eiwironmental In character and, therefore, play some part in the 
formation of rural-society. In some measuretoo, th^ are necessary to 
the ruralist's existence; so that, vhile man in'some degree has heen enabled 
to overcome his environment, yet for portions of rural people they remain 
important factors•
Then, also, these factors are born out of man*s own experience 
both as a member of the smaller groups — hie family dnd his community — 
and also of the larger groups — the nation and society. All of these 
established relationships, therefore, become factors in the problem of 
rural life. If a man lives in the mountain, he vill develop one attitude 
towards society; and if" he lives on a well watered plain, he will develop 
an entirely different attitude. So that geographical environment is an 
io^ortant factor so long as the ruralist submits to its control.
Or, to illustrate again, with a given economic factor, a man 
with one or two children or none will make — other factors being equal — 
greater strides towards economic security than the' man with a large family. 
Therefore, while certain factors may operate with equal force, other Tact- 
ora enter in either to accelerate or prevent the force of those'factors. 
Because of this fact, rural institutions and organizations are set up,to 
prevent the deadening effect of economic and various social disadvantages 
and to achieve the most advantages possible'to all,
1?hile these factors are primary in point of view of origin, 
nevertheless, they are not primary in point of view of importance due the 
modifying influence of other factors that form the major part of rural life. 
Environmental factors are the nursery*df the race; they have 
been the source of man's various mental attitudes, but of his environment
ronCARY GROUP OF SOCIAL FACTCES
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h© has developed his religion, philosophy, morality, superstitions, 
beliefs, and habits. Modern science, hosever, has undermined the 
strength of these factors by challenging their right to control society, 
and by develcping other factors to taloe their place.
CHAPTER II
IHStITUTIONAL GROUP CP SOCIAL FACTCES
INSTITtJTIOHAL GROUP OE SOCIAL FACTORS
In his life-long struggle "with his environment, man has grad­
ually built up and fortified by-tradition various institutions. These 
are-his symbbls of achievement- They represent stages in the march of 
progress- They are the reserv&irs of power he has gradually brought into 
captivity* They represent man*8 maturity*
l!an is essentially social id his nature- He cannot be truly 
human until he is truly social. Hence organisations and institutions 
represent his social consciousness* Inrthrn’they e*’e/the safeg^ai^ds of 
that social consciousness*. ,Ih one »or-the other-of these each mah^ftods 
vbis place and the satisfaction of■ his desires- Such satisfaction allays 
the savage instincts of aggression and provides the way for the peaceful 
development of society*
Man is "plastic clay"; his institutions the moulding force.
He has developed educational, moral, and social ideals; but the tendency 
of these ideals is to react and mould man's conduct* Thus traditionalism 
plays a large and important part'in man's development- Sometimes this is 
oonstnustive, as for example in maintaining the high traditions of^the 
army and navy in courage, loyalty, and discipline* Sometimes it is dei* 
structive as, for exan^le, in continuing obsolete methods, ideals, and 
institutions in the face of new and advanced informatioh*
In the survey of the institutional factors of rural life, two 
observations are noted; vis-, (l) the multiplicity of the social factors 
and (2) the lack of coordination-
About fifty of the larger institutional factors have been jioted. 
These have been grouped under six major heads, as follows:
(1) Educational
(2) Moral and religious
(3) Social





No general plan of coordination is at work in the oountry.
Uany attempts have been made, mostly in small communities, but ttose do 
not appear to flourish. They are-too dependent upon local resbbroes to 
produce very lasting results. '
A few larger organisations, such as the Hampden Co\mty League, 
are enabled by virtue of their larger oonstituenoy and resources to pro­
duce helpful results. If such men as Horace Hoses could be foimd In' 
sufficient numbers to cover the entire rxxral field, and their suooessors 
could be guaranteed, the rural problem would be largely solved. Such, 
however, is not the case; hence, this type of coordination of agencies does 
not appear to offer any permanent solution to the rural problem.
CHAPTER III
COOPERATIVE GROUP OF SOCIAL PACTCES
CCX)PERATIVE GROUP CF SOCIAL PACTCRS
The olassifioatton of the cooperative group of social factors 
offered certain difficulties. In many instances they duplicate each other 
hearing out the observation of overlapping suggested earlier. Thus the 
local community has its set of cooperative factors; then, over and above 
this, the-state has certain agencies, such as education, health, agricul­
ture, etc., which are duplifcations of the local agencies. Similarly, the 
federal government and the national private organisations maintain agen­
cies that overlapv
For illustration, to talce the factor of rural health, there is 
first the local physician or board of health, then the state board of 
health, the federal health agencies, American Red Cross chapter, the Pub­
lic Health Hursing Association, health departments of the Rockefeller, 
■Russell Sage, Carnegie Foundations, county hospital, etc.
The classification of thesft factors are as follows:




All of these factors have been considered separately because of their 
various origins and larger spheres of influence- Together they reveal 
the multiplicity of the organizations and their lack of coordination.
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PART II
ADAPTATIOH OF THE SOCIAL FACTORS 
TO THE CONSERVATION CF RtRAL LIFE
CHAPTER IV
GENERAL ADAPTATION CF THE SOCIAL FACTORS 
TO THE CONSERVATION OF RURAL LIFE
GENERAL ADAPTATIOH OF THE SOCIAL FACTCglg 
fFT^~CQHSERi^T lOircF RHRAL~LIFE~^
The social factors at work in the task of recreating rural life 
having been classified, tbe next step is threefold; viz., (l) to show how 
these factors apply towards the problem under consideration; (2) to illus­
trate by concrete examples how these factors have been made to operate 
under given conditions; and (3) to suggest a general program whereby all 
of these competing and duplicating factors may be correlated about a cen­
tral organization or movement that shall give maximum results for the 
least e3q>enditure of effort.
Chapter IV considers the social factors from the point of-view 
of their practicability to meet the prbblem of rural life. How do these 
factors function and how may they apply towards the conservation of rural 
life? These questions this chapter atten^ts to answer •
All of the factors in each of the three preceding chapters are 
taken up and discussed according to their group classification. The chap­
ter seeks to show how the primary, institutional, and cooperative factors 
operate towards the conservation of rural life.
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CHASTER V
SOME COWSRETE EXAMPIES OF RHELAL PROGRAiiS 
AS 1ICRR IR THE COSSEBNAIIOR OF RURAL lOTB
SCICE COlfCfiETK EXAMPLES OF RIBAL PROOH^ 
AT WORK IN TiS; CONSERVATIOBTW RRHii
In this chapter about twelve rural life programs have been 
listed as representative of the wide activity in rural life conservation* 
l£any such have failed by virtue of their isolation from the larger groups* 
In Massachusetts the general single-town organization of the 
West Hewbury Federation type prevailswhile in the West the program 
followed is that suggested by T. N* Carver.
The most successful organization appears to be the Hansen 
County League originated by Horace Moses* The unit of organization is 
the county4 with lesser leagues organized on a cooperative basis.
The movement, unlike the smaller community organizations, has 
been very effective in promoting the rural life idea and in sustaining its 
enthusiasm* While smaller organizations have fallen by, the way, the 
Haa5)den Coimty l>6igue continues to flourish.
Thus far the facts point to the larger organization as the better 
able to solve the problem of rural life* Its resources are greater, while 
the sustaining force of large group action is even^present to jencourage and 
to t^hold the smaller and weaker groups. •
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CHAPTER VI
A PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR THE COBSERVATIOH OF RDRAL LIFE
A PROPOSED PROQRiOt FOR THE COHSEEVATION OF R\3RAL LIFE
In suggesting a program of rural life oonservation^ the writer 
has been led to look upon the largest type of group organization as 
holding the greatest possibilities* A national system of organization is 
advocated that irill be large enough to command the social, economic, and 
political respect of the entire country and simple enough to include and 
vitally touch every individual classed as rural*
Uuch of the discontent of rural people comes from their social 
and economic differentiation. The terms rural and urban are beginning to 
connote class distinction* Prejudice already exists. It is in order to 
escape, among other things, from the stigma of rurallsm that youth turns 
towards the city. An insufficient number are engaged in rural work'to 
make it attractive either economically or socially.
The program is only suggestive; but the suggestions accord with 
the reooBnendations of the Country Life Cosaaission. It is believed, there­
fore, that the only permanent'^and effective program for rural life con­
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